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THE NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
FORTY SEVEN YEAH

SANTA FE. N.

--

McFle.
The suit involved the ques
tion whether certain seepage waters
on the land of J. M. Hewes,
which
appeared within the last five years,
wore subject to appropriation for Ir
rigation by the owner of other lands,
The territorial
engineer had ruled
that such waters were subject to such
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FOR JEW STATE

NO 20
the state" by the United States de
partment of agriculture.
It will be his duty to gather crop
statistics of the territory and report
mem to She United States

OPINIS

TODAY

The law provides that there shall
be one such official in each state.
appropriation; the territorial Board
never been a federal statis
There
Judges Are Working Hard to of Water Commissioners lhad reversed Mogollon Mail Held Up for Wash Out and Wreck on the Land Commissioner R. P. tician has
In New Mexico until the state Territorial
Supreme Court
thlB decision.
The
court
district
Old
New
up
and
Second Time in Less
Tucumcari Choctaw
hood bill passed. Then the depart
Dispose of
Ervien Makes First
Affirms
Cases
held the territorial
From BerBoard of Water
ment Immediately named Mr. Schutz
Cases
Than Two Weeks
Line
.
Commissioners and the supreme court
Selection
nalillo
He will make a trip to Washington in
County.
upholds the lower court, In that "thlB
a short time to meet with the statis
water, not being seepage water from
ticians of other states and help pre
IT
y
constructed works, and therefore, not $20,000 BULLION IS STOLEN POUR DOWN AT ALAMQGORDO
WATERAPPLICATIONSAPPROVED
pare the annual crop report of the SEVERAL
ARE HEARD
subject to distribution under the act
(country. He will also furnish the
of 1907, It was not necessary
for
on
with
government
reports
monthly
In Several Instance the Lower Hewes to make application within a Half of This Recovered Already New Mexico Central Also SufChautauqua at Mountainair De his state, the territorial correspond- Motion for Rehearing to Be
year loathe territorial engineer for
ents making reports to him.
Tribunal Is ReveiseJ by
fers From High
clared a Success by
by Territorial Mounted
tne appropriation of It, and his full-urFiled in Summers vs.
Postofflce
Established.
to wake application, as provided
the Higher.
Police.
Water.
Prof. Clark.
Sandoval County.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. A
in section 63, did not warrant an ap-- u
has been established at Misha-wakSix opinions, several of them of the plication for It by the appellant. "
Governor Mills has decided not to
The mail stage from Mogollon,
Tucumcari, N. M., A'lg. 10. FireSan Miguel county, N. M.
Two more opinions were handed
In case No. 1331, Carrie M. Chtld- - southwestern Socorro
were handed
utmost importance,
county, to Sil man Singleton was killed and Engin- go to Portales for the Irrigation fes Special service has been discontinued down by the territorial
'
Territorial
supreme court
down by the
Supreme ers, executrix, appellant, vs. Frank A. ver City, Grant county, was held up eer Hyde seriouBly Injured when a tival next week. He Is considering at
Dehaven, Moro county, from Buey-nero- s this forenoon.
Court this forenoon, making twelve Hubbell, appellee, from Bernalillo for the second time in less than two passenger train of the Tucumcari and an invitation to visit Cloudcroft and
at
and
Nadlne,
No.
county
Case
Eddy
1263, John King, appellant.
opinions thus far at this session of county, the decision of the lower weeks, last night, just one mile out- Memphis railroad was ditched by a also Lai Vegas.
from Monument.
vs. Levi Tabor, appellee, was
the court. Chief JuBtice W. H. Pope court is affirmed upon remittitur of side of Mogollon, on top of the bill, washout near here. The passengers
argued
Territorial Funds.
Vegas-Mor- a
Las
Road.
Platting
and
submitted
and hlB associates are working hard $500, so that the judgment run for $210 within sight of the hold up a little were shaken up but none severely
yesterday afternoon.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
The office ot the good roads comcase
in
No.
Franz
1338,
to dispose of the old cases as well as In favor of Hubbell. The opinion is over a week ago, when three women hurt.
.s
Schmidt, as
today received $421.60 from Santa Fe mission today began platting the sur- trustee In
of those argued and submitted at this by Chief Justice W. H. Pope. The ap- passengers were relieved of $645 In
bankruptcy of Jasper N.
county.
Heavy Rains at Alamogordo.
a
unVegas-Morof
Las
the
veys
road,
Broyles, a bankrupt, appellee, vs. The
term of court.
Bound for Rifle Range.
pellant brought suit against Hubbell cash. This time, Hie robberB, shot Special to the New Mexican.
der the supervision of Territorial En- Bank of Commerce,
from
Cases Nos. 1292 and 1295 were ar- tor $6000 for professional services. the driver through the back so that
Alamogordo, N. M., Aug. 10. Four
Adjutant General A. 8. Brookes will gineer Vernon L. Sullivan. The work Bernalillo county, the appellant,
tiulemont nr tha
gued and submitted yesterday after The latter filed a counter claim pray- he fell dead from his seat and helped hours of' rain this morning was the leave tomorrow
for the National will be completed In less than a' week, court below was
noon.
afflrmed. The case
The first, is that of John H. ing judgment for $710. Hubbell was themselves to eight bars ot gold but heaviest in years. The streets ran Guard rifle
range at Las Vegas. With
grew out of the bankruptcy of Jasper
Kapp, appellant, vs. E. B. Venable, given the full amount claimed. The ton valued at $20,000. Four of these like rivers. Many lower floors of him will go Colonel E. C. Abbott, BRILLIANT WEDDING AT
N.
The syllabus says:
etc., appellee.
Broyles at San Marcial, and the
were recovered this forenoon by Ter buildings were flooded.
The railroad Lieutenants Carlos Vierra and Dominprobate clerk,
CATHEDRAL
THIS MORNING. payment by Broyles of $2,283.45 to be
other Is that of Territory of New
1. It Is the duty of the court to di ritorial Mounted Policemen Beals and trackage
was damaged in several go Pacheco, First Sergeants John M.
on Indebtedness, at the time
vs.
Juan
Barela, rect a verdict where In the exercise of Brooks who with posses are hot on places between Alamogordo andTu- Gorman and Pedro A.
Mexico, appellee,
Martinez, Cor- Miss BerardlnelH Is Married to Ame- - applied
when it was alleged It was known
a sound judicial discretion It would the trail of the dastardly outlaws. Mo larosa, delaying traffic several hours. poral Lewis Marsh,
,
appellant.
G. Hogle,
Harry
rlco Dlgneo, the Very Rev. Faththat Broyles was Insolvent. The opinThis forenoon, case No. 1304, Ter- be called upon to set aside a con- gollon Is the biggest gold producer In The benefit to cattlt Is Inestimable. Lieutenant James Baca will Join the
er Fourchegu Officiating.
ion is by Associate Justice Frank W.
Washouts Tie Up Santa Fe.
ritory of New Mexico, appellee, vs. trary verdict. Gildersleeve v. Atkin- Mew Mexico at present and Is con
New Mexico delegation at Las Vegas
In
the
a
of
number
presence
large
James H, Kennedy, appellant, was ar- son, G N. M., 250, followed.
Parker, and holds that under the
nected with Sliver City, 75 miles away
The Santa Fe schedule on lines east on August 16, on their departure for of their
the
and
with
all
friends,
no right
gued and submitted.
2. Under Comp. Laws, Sec. 3021, re by telephone and stage
line. This of Lamy was badly disarranged last Camp Perry on Lake Erie in Ohio.
and Impressive ceremonies bankruptcy act, Broyles had
beautiful
to give preference to the Bank of comIn case No. 1279, Levi R. Thompson, quiring corroboration of the claim second outrage has aroused the min- night as the result of a freight wreck
of
Mountainair
Miss Magarita
the
Catholic
church,
Chautauqua.
merce.
appellee, vs. Albuquerque Traction ant's testimony in a suit against the ing camp to a high pitch of excitement near Bloom, Colo., which tore up a
Superintendent of Public Instruc- BerardlnelH, daughter of Mrs. Julia
Company, appellant, from Bernalillo executor of a deceased person, there and if the robbers are caught it may mile of track. The wreck occurred tion James E. Clark and
In case No. 122V, George K Neher,
F. BerardlnelH was married to Amerlco
Rupert
the
lower
the
of
of
Bloom about
county,
judgment
was error in
the Item of $500 faro badly with them. Mounted Po a short distance - west
Asplund are loud in their praises of Dlgneo, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos appellant, vs. Angello Vivian!, et al
court is reversed and the case is re In defendant's allowing
6:30
Fourteen
liceman Beal and Brooks were workyesterday- evening.
counter claim.
the Mountainair Chautauqua.
They Dlgneo at the Cathedral of St. Fran appellees, from Bernalillo county, the
manded for new trial. The opinion
In case No. 1298, 'territory ot New ing In the vicinity of the first holdup. cars went into the ditch. As far as report that on Monday in a comparacis this morning. The wedding cere judgment of the court below Is affirmR.
Is by Associate Justice Edward
killed
no
one
was
could
be
Another
learned,
the
rob
report says that
small audience, $1,000 was mony was performed by the vicar ed with costs. The opinion is by
Mexico, appellee, vs. Rev. Thomas M.
cause of the wreck tively
or Injured.
The
bers
of
twelve
Wright Associate Justices John R. Mc- - Harwood,
bullion.
bars
secured
raised to carry on the Chautauqua general, the Very Rev. Antonio FourJustice John R. McFle.
The
appellant, from Valencia
Fie, F. W. Parker and M. C. Mechem
They cut the long distance teleiflione was a washout. Easuound trains No. work. There was an
interesting de- chegu, rector of the cathedral, who case was one for $3,000 damages growcounty, the case was reversed and rere- 2 and No. 4 which left Albuquerque bate on
was
concur, Chief Justice W. H. Pope manded for new
wire,
which,
however,
easily
the attitude of the three par- celebrated the nuptial mass.
trial, The opinion Is
ing out of the building ot the opera
The robbers are headed to on time last night, were turned back ties on the constitution for the new
also concurs In the results upon
The bride, who is a beautiful bru- house at Albuquerque. A verdict for
Chief Justice W. H. Pope. Har paired.
over the state,
from Lamy and detoured
ward old Mexico one report
the ground that there Is no evidence by
says,
was
Mann
in
A.
Edward
Prlncesse
a
attired
the defendant was rendered In the
wood had been Indicted for unlawfully
Judge
speak- nette,
to sustain the only special finding up
wnite anotner nas it
are Belen cut-of- f early this morning.
ing for the Republicans;
grown of white baptiste, handsomely court below and they became the apin marriage a female under headed toward Alma that they
on which the verdict rests. The suit uniting
Trains From South Also Delayed.
and the Arizona
to
emB. Fergusson for
embroidered.
H.
a
wore
She
the
Congress
long,
was
found line.
pellants.
fifteen years and
was brought for the recovery of $75, the age of
Sparks from pflssMg engines set Democrats, and a man named Snyder broidered veil and carried a bouquet Today Case No. 1289, L. E. McRae
fire to a number of t' :s on the Santa for the Socialists.
the alleged value of a cow owned by guilty. The syllabus Bays;
Driver
Thrown
A fine new pavil- of bride's roses.
Into
Road.
the
and F. O. Gregory, appellants, vs.
,
1.
of
The penal provisions
Chap
Fe track between Abajo and Is let a ion has been built on the
Ihe plaintiff, and killed by a collision
EI Paso, Texas, Aug. 6. Further re
Chautauqua
Michael Stanton was the best man Dominic Cassan, appellee, was argued
last night and slow orders were Is- grounds, the labor on which alone
with an electric car of the defendant ter 31 of the Session Laws of 1876, (C.
and Miss
Sena was the brides- and submitted.
L. Sec. 1427), directed against the ports from Mogollon say that Driver sued
by the dispatchers, It being fear- amounted to $1,500, the lumber being maid. She Lucy
corporation. The court found for the
was dressed in white. Lit
In case No. 1272, Mrs. M. R. SumIn marriage unoer Jose Domlnguez was shot dead, and ed 'that In
the ties would be donated. Thirty-fiv- e
places
plaintiff In the sum of $75. The syl uniting of persons
tents
been
have
tle Miss Thelma Gradl was the ring- - mers, admix., etc., appellee, vs. Sanage, were not repealed by Chapter 32 thrown Into the road by the bandits, entirely, turned, causing a break In erected In
labus says:
are
timber
and
the
higher
bearer and looked very pretty.
doval County, appelant, appellee was
(C. who then drove off the stage and rob thei track." The ties were new, hav occupied
1.
An Instruction to the effect that of the laws of the same section.
by visiting families. Twenty-thFollowing the wedding ceremony, a granted until August 24 to file a mo
bed It. When the stage was two and ing
'
been takin out of the tie ree
"in the absence of any provision of L. Sec. 1430.)
latently
at
are
teachers
attendance
in
the
was
at
breakfast
served
a halt hours overdue at Glenwood, tha Sickling
wedding
The case was
' law
2.
plant. .A gang of section the normal Institute held in connec- home of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Dlgneo. tion for a rehearing.
regulating the speed at which a
Alleged errors, In the charge of
decided a few days ago.
Btreet car may be run or operated, the court not called to the letter's at driver Jake Rouse, who was to relieve men was liut on- - the Job and with wet tion with the Chautauqua.
room
ot
decorations
the
The
dining
those who operate It are bound by tention by motion for new trial will Domlnguez, started out to meet him, Backs succeeded It ben ting out the Water
Rights Applications Approved. were pink and white and on the cen ALL EYES TURNED TOWARD
and found the body In the road. The flames. It is likely i regular crew of
, the same rule of due care which gov not bo considered by this court.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul ter ot the table stood an enormotis
mall sacks were not molested. The men will be assigned to the tie fire
erns others using vehicles in the pub
3.
8UNSHINE STATE.
Uniting a marriage a female
livan today approved the following wedding cake, with a wedding bell on
lic streets; that Is when, as in this under the age of fifteen li penalized shipment that' was looted was from fighting. ,i
The pretty ceremony of the
top.
water
431,
No.
at
applications:
Ernestine
rights'
the
Mexico
on
Centra'l.
Mining
Washout
Company
Nw
case, the street car was operated in by C. L. Sec. 1327 and knowledge by
E. Michael Back
M. B. May, from Tortolita creek to bride cutting the cake as her friends 8o Says Charles
Postafflce Inspectors were Special to the New Mexican.
a public street," correctly states tb the officiating officer that such female Mogollon.
From Tour Through the Middle
stood around offering their felicita
10.
What came Irrigate a small tract near Nogal, Lin tions was carried
Moriarty, Aug.
law applicable to the facts In this is under such age is not a necessary notified.
West Power of Advertising.
out Just before the
near causing a terrible catastrophe coln county; No. 355, R. E. Rupert of
case and Is not subject to an objec element of the offense.
on their honey
bridal
occurred yesterday afternoon on the Alamogordo, for water from springs moon. couple started
tion of uncertainty and lndeflnlteness,
That all eyes are turned toward
4.
A written memorandum may not QUAY COUNTY REPUBLICANS
near for Irrigating a small tract. No. 426,
New Mexico Central railroad
2.
"The right of the railway In the
MET AT TUCUMCARI.
At the breakfast table were seated New Mexico, the land of sunshine, of
be used to aid or supplement the re
had W. W. Henry at Dayton, Eddy coun
Clark's station. A cloudburst
street is only an easement to use the collection
romance and peerless climate was the
of a witness unless Its corundermined the track for considerable ty, water from springs to Irrigate a the bride and bridegroom, the best
highway In common with, the public. rectness when made Is first establish Five
Candidates Selected to Make distance and when the heavy mixed small tract. No. 108, application of man Michael Stanton, the bridesmaid, declaration of the well known real es
It has no exclusive right to travel up
tate
dealer, Charles E. Michael, upon
Run for Delegates to the Contrain for Santa Fe came bounding W. H. Williams of southern Santa Fe Miss Lucy Sena. Mrs. Julia Berardl
on Its track, and it Is bound to use ed and a conviction based solely upon
to change point of diversion nelH and her children, Mrs. Felipe his return from a lecture tour of the
which
memorandum
the
county,
a
contents
of
Convention.
stitutional
but
the
down
hill
track
the
m
a
gave
way,
colli
same
care
the
preventing
not until every car, but the last, a for pumping from the Gallsteo for ir- Valdez, Mrs. E. Grady and the Misses middle west. Mr. Michael spent many
slon as is the driver of a wagon or has not been so verified cannot be
Grady, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Digneo, weeks going through Illinois, Michi
Tucumcari, N. M., Aug. 6. The Re passenger coach, had passed over the rigation purposes.
other vehicle."
went Bids for Federal Building Site at Las Mr. and Mrs. L. Napoleon, Miss Lucy gan and other states lecturing on the
the
coach
convention
for
last
This
track.
county
publican
MellinI
Charles
No.
mushy
In
case
1334,
3.
In
When a Jury,
answering spe
Napoleon, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Pop, wonders of New Mexico, especially as
the
Cruces.
under the nomination of delegates to the constl-tutlona- down and in sinking crushed
cial interrogatories submitted to them and J. D. Eakln,
Miss Dora Pop, Former Mayor Jose D. the land of opportunity to the home-seekconvention, met at the court platform of the smoking car and also
The following are the bidders for
at the request of the defendant, which firm name of Mellnl and Eakln, appel
and is much encouraged over
Sena, the Misses Sena, Miss Pilar
house In Tucumcari. The convention lifted the trucks of the latter from the federal building at Las Cruces:
Interrogatories call for answers upon lants, vs. Alex Frelge and Nicolas
Delgado, Miss Anita Delgado, Ernest the Interest he stirred up.
several hours to
Campbell-Henr- y
Realty Company, Dlgneo, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bretton,
material fact In Issue In the case, Frelge and brother, appellees, from was called to order by Charles Kohn, the track. It took
"There can be no question that the
the Republi replace the trucks. The passenger northeast
corner
Main and Lee
disregard the evidence in the case, Bernalillo county, the decision of the of Montoya, chairman of
Mrs. John Hampel, Mr, and Mrs, passage of the enabling act has stirred
abandoned after the pass- streets, 70x200, $12,000.
and in answer to such Interrogatories court below Is sustained. The opinion can county central committee. A. D. coach was
Mrs.
James
Damasclo
Mr.
and
Lopez,
up the people of the United States on
Merrlt C. Qoldenberg, as secretary, read his re engers had been transferred to the
find a fact or facts wholly unsupportIs by Associate Justice
Campbell-HenrRealty Company, Lopez, Mrs. Lorenzo, Miss Lorenzo, the possibilities of New Mexico and
smoker.
ed by the pleadings or the evidence, Mechem. The action was brought for port. H. H. McElroy was selected as
southeast corner Church and Depot, Clarence Peace, William West, and the
Sunday papers have devoted page
it cannot be presumed, In view of recovery of rent by appellants, plain- temporary chairman and Royal Pren
others.
137x137, $8,000.
after page to New Mexico, the new
such answers, that the defendant had tiffs below, against appellees. The de tice as secretary, N. V. Gallegos act SPECIAL NEW MEXICO TRAIN
Mr. and Mrs. Dlgneo left for Den state.
Las Cruces Building & ImproveUnfortunately more attention
.
a fair and impartial trial.
TO IRRIGATION CONGRESS. ment Company, southwest corner ver on the Denver and Rio Grande as
fendants quit the premises before the ing as Interpreter. Nominations were
seems to have been paid by the writThe
of
on
call
made
then
precincts.
the
two
and
to
lease
had
4.
In
order
rice.
expired
supyears'
Special findings.
Griggs and Church streets, 125x137, their friends showered them with
ers to the romantic side of New MexIn nomi
Albuquerque, N. M Aug. 10. Fof $12,500.
port a general verdict, must corres- plaintiffs brought suit for $400 rent following names were placed
They will be at their home on Man- ico and its picturesqueness than to Its
Reed Holloman, Tucumcari; the accommodation of the New Mexico
1.
hattan
avenue
after
B.
side
pond to Wie proofs and be within the due and $100 attorney's, fees. The de- nation:
H.
September
Holt, attorney, west
power to raise wonderful celery and
fense was that the lease had been Charles Kohn, Montoya; H. L. Boone, delegates to the National Irrigation Water street to Las Cruces avenue,
pleadings.
a thousand other things. The Indian
Wllliard Belknap, Nara Congress to be held In Pueblo this
consent
wlnh
Tucumcari;
of
WENDLING
Is
plaintiffs.
FILES
5.
APPLICATION
abrogated
the
rule
173x297, $15,000.
Although
general
In his gorgeous attire or lack ot It has
FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
that even if the defendant be shown the consideration being shelving and Visa: James McFarland, Logan; Dr. fall, a special train will be run from
H. B. Holt, attorney, northwest corcome In for a lion's share of the illus
to have been guilty of negligence, fixtures left In the building by defend- B. S. Haywood, San Juan, and T. A. Albuquerque, This announcement has ner Water street and Las Cruces av
St. Louis, Aug. 9. Joseph Wend- - trations. I would rather see
pictures
Windsor, House. Upon ballot the fol- beon officially made by Colonel R. E. enue, 157x137, $7,500.
the plaintiff cannot recover If he ants. The syllabus says:
ling wanted In Louisville on the of some of our orchards and the apwas cast: McFarland, Twitchell,
of the conhimself be shown to nave been guil
1. Assignments of error which fall lowing vote
H. B. Holt, atorney, southwest cor-- 1 charge of the murder of little Alma
ples and pears stacked up high in the
ty of contributory negligence which to point out the specific error com- 35; Holloman, 36; Kohn, 35; Windsor, gress. The train will be splendidly ner Court and Water strees, 127x133, Kellnes, today filed an application for
fields, ready for shipment.
However,
a writ of habeas corpus in Circuit tho
may have had something to do In plained of, will not be considered on 27; Hayworth, 27; Boone, 8; Belknap, aqutpped and will be run on a fast $7,500.
day seems to be at hand when
causing the accident; yet the contrib appeal. Cevada v. Mlera, 10 N. M. 62. 8. The county being entitled to five schedule.
Practically all the New
W. H. Baker, southwest corner Main Judge Hitchcock's court. The hearpeople in the middle west and the east
five were declared Mexico delegates will ride on this
utory negligence on bis part would
and Bowman streets, 134x128, $13,- - ing is set for August 17.
2. An assignment of error that a delegates the first
will realize that New Mexico Is a good
not exonerate the defendant, and dis- verdict is
the weight ot the nominated.
special with the exception of the Las 840.
against
placet to live as well as fine thing to
entitle the plaintiff from recovering, evidence will not be considered tin apCruces delegates, who will ride on a
Hiram
northeast corner
Hadley,
read about."
It It be shown
that the defendant
Paso
El
special train chartered by the
Main and Mountain streets, 178x191,
Cunningham v. Springer, 13 N.
peal.
Mr. Michael took with him many
might by the exercise of. reasonable M, 259.
delegates.
$0,500.
lantern slides showing the crops that
care and prudence have avoided the
will
Mexico
New
for
corner
Hiram
Headquarters
Hadley, northeast
8.
can be raised here and other views ol
Error in the Improper dissoluconsequence of plaintiff's negligence.
be established at the congresB. The Main and Mountain streets, 150x191,
tion of an attachment
is harmless
Interest. The slides were made by
6.
The facta, and the inferences to
of Immigration $5,730.
OF
Bureau
New
Mexico
on main case was that
Photographer A. B. Crnycraft of this
ba drawn therefrom, with reference to where finding
will
which
corner
PLACE
badges
WATERING
is
Hiram
northeast
showy
preparing
Hadley,
city.
the contributory negligence of the defendant owed plaintiff nothing. was
of Main and Mountain
on
the
be
lapel
140x191,
pinned
securely
Btreets,
4.
Where the matter at Issue
plaintiff being doubtful, the question
each delegate from New Mexico. The $5,400.
or not a valuable considera
Financiers in India Trying to CECIL LYONS CONTROLS
of proximate cause of the accident whether
dele
the
to
it
that
see
corner
also
bureau
will
northeast
Hiram
Hadley,
a Pedro Benavidez
TEXAS REPUBLICANS.
Shot and
and the reasonable care of the de- tion was paid for the abrogation of
In distributing lit- Main and Mountain streets, 178x150,
Corner Supply of White
share
their
do
gates
Introduced
fendant should be submitted to the lease, and evidence was
erature
and
Cattleman
Killed
pamphlets,
$5,500.
by
of personal prop
Ticket Agreed Upon Yesterday Seems
Metal
Jury for their determination ujider that certain artlcleB
Twenty-Fiv- e
northeast corner
Hiram
Delegates to the ConserHadley
in consideration of
to Have No Opposition In
at Nutt
proper Instructions from the court ac- erty were given
vation
Mountain
160x150,
Main
and
alCongress.
streets,
to
error
not
Is
the Convention.
cording to the circumstances of the suc h abrogation, it
New Mexico will also be well repre- $5,250.
low the owner of such property to tesUNFAVORABLE
PLAN
FOR
case.
Consented at the Second National
Hiram
to
Hadley, northeast corner
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 10. Charles W.
UP servation
In case No. 1303, The Colorado tify as to their coBt as tending
HILL DELIVERS HIMSELF
Congress to be held In St. Mnin and Mountain streets, 140x150,
Ogden of San Antonio presided as
vs. show that they had some value.
B to 9.
GoverTelephone Company, appellant,
Paul, Minn., September
$3,000.
American Interests Are Ready to permanent chairman when die ReCharles 0. Fields, appellee, from Ber
nor Mills has appointed twenty-fiv- e
C. S, Pedregon,
northwest corner
publican state convention convened
Posnalillo county, the judgment of the NATIVE SHEEP HERDER
Had
Taken
ot
Part With Their
all
to
and
the congress,
Sheepherders
Las Cruces, 80x160, $10,000.
here today for the second day's ses
delegates
court below was afflrmed. The opinKILLED NEAR GRAND JUNCTION.
have
understood
Lee
signified
corner
With
Cecil Lyon, the national comIt
H.
sion.
Places
northeast
of
them
is
F.
Three
session
Holdings.
Baacoin,
ion Is by Associate Justice Frank W.
their intention of being present. Q. and Church, 125x140, $13,000.
mitteeman, was apparently In control.
Herds.
Their
Parker. The company brought suit Authorities
Whether
Investigating
Tho ticket agreed
L Brooks, president of the Bureau o(
First National Bank, southeast corupon yesterday
Calcutta, Aug. 10. A native newsagainst appellee to recover $4.50 for
Shooting Was Committed By
probably will be nominated late toImmigration, of Albuquerquo, Colonel ner Water and Acequlu, 125x140, $15,-00- paper is
statement
for
the
9.
Tom
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The Weekly New Mexican
Mexla the oldest newspaper In New
In
ico. It Is sent to every postofflce
and
the Territory and has a large
Intelgrowing circulation among the
o! the
ligent and progressive people
Southwest.
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CARDINAL

GIBBONS

ON DIVORCE.

Cardinal Gibbons spenks reenngiy
of the divorce evil, which, he sees
clearly, Is growing to enormous proportions ln this country; such proportions, Indeed, as almost to constitute
a natlonnl scandal.
which have
the causes
As to
condition
brought us to our present
of national mind ln regard to divorce,
not
did
speak;
the eminent churchman
nor was It necessary, perhaps. Hie
arrived
vital thing is that we have Cardinal
at a state that amply Justifies
facare
Gibbons when he .says; "We
of civilizaing the gravest question
we have
tion." Rightly he says that
. ..onnlo tn think SO Utile Of
the noble rite of matrimony that its
duties and responsibilities are naraiy
considered at all; the main motive,
and one that we have come to think
all sufficient, is selfish desire and, gra
tification. Well may Cardinal uiuuons
wnen men mm
"pray for the time
o,nmen mav he neiBuaded to under
stand the seriousness of marriage."
Nor does the cardinal paint tne evn
of divorce too strongly when he says;
"Ponder the helpless little children
of these homes destroyed by divorce.
Instead of love ruling their hearts andsown" there. The fath11,,.,. hnti-oAa nna wnv and the mother an
n
chil
other, never to meet again. The
dren are left without an ancuurnso.
for
They know not to whom to appeal
affection. They turn to their father,
tn team that he hates their mother;
they turn to their mother to learn,
and to have It seared into tineir minus
and hearts, that she hates their fath
er. Their Uvea are ougniea in uio
How can we expect tnem to
bud.
work Into true and tender men and
How can we expect them to
dn .nvihlnir else with their lives than
their parents have done?"
It Is the voice of a veaerauie mau
aneaka a man old In years and
In wisdom; one who does not see "as
through a glass darkly," but with the
liferapt vision of the scholar and earn-n.iiwould point
long Christian, who
to the wavs of neace and happi
ness. The warning he voices is a sol
emn one, and no man of sense, cnurcn-maor not, can deny that as a people
we would do well to heed it.
Th unto that Cardinal Gibbons mas
struck is the more to be heeded, for
the reason that the nity years 01 mis
have been
churchman's
ministry
marked throughout by conservatism
and moderation, ana we mnst realize
that he was deeply moved by the
peril he sees to the country in the
Hlarecrard of tlho sacrament of
rnu-lnimatrimony to speak so strongly and
so movingly. His appeal U for the
sanctity of the American home, for
In his wisdom he can see and realize
that the American home Is t'he founda
tion of the state.

,!

Tnn munh omnhnata cannot be nlac- tho tact- that the country, ln
u
j
cu ...,nn
of
every section, Is enjoying a degree
prosperity which is almost unparalleled for this period of the year.
The greatest amount 01 auuvuj,
nerhans. is to be noted ln the south

southwest, where almost every
and town is launching industries
movements Involving the expendiof sums ln which a million is
are
which
mpntinnonV , and
4Uu.jr
making for more work and greater op
But tne wave 01 puuim
portunities.
welfare Is general.
And here Is evidence which should
in, ttia hnst kind of ontimlsm.
With the steady .marching forward of
the country there are new opportunities for the individual. It is evident
that there never has been a period
km Ik.,, hdva hoen better nrosnects
for the man with a purpose, with an
labor
idea, with money to Invest, with
or material to Bell.

and
city
and
ture

.v.

PLAY THING.
leaders are like Mr
Western Fed
Moyer, president of the
eration of Miners, ln meir atiuuuc
hn rofnrendum. Mr. Moyer Is
ivna.u iuo
a loud advocate of the referendum but
kicked like a steer when nis associa
tion wanted to apply it
nnn-tin- n
of his own leadership, ana
h dofontod successfully In the con
matter
vention, a motion to refer the
to the rank and file.
of his
f nbhhnnu too. the Democratic poli
ticians have a smooth way of beating
the referendum. Whenever tney pass
. .fpmndnm hill which would likely
at the
be voted down when submitted
an emergency
polls they Just stick
it and It becomes operative
at once without submitting It. In other
d. tho rpfoxendum is oniy a play
smart politic
thing in the hands of
ians.

JU8T

A

Tho nomncratlc

There is complaint again that the
- are nut neivpmnioves
- .
A'
the
as
faithfully
as
the
public
ing
week,
public expects. One night this
at
the train from California arrived
locked,
four o'clock. The depot was
there were no conveyances at tuo
naturHon and when passengers who
asked a
ally wanted to come up town,
n onmo nther emnloye. for
town
the privilege of telephoning up
for a carriage, he refused to unlock
moon-veniethe door. It Is true that It Is to
be
for the depot employes
tralna
at the station when belated
the
come in, but It is a service that
railroad company owes mo v"""" the company
it hurts the reputation of town
to have
as much as it hurts the
occur.
to
Incidents like the above

ctntn
Bllw tjaO

'.

OklaPoor blind Senator Gore of
sen
homa is having Ihis brief day of
sational notoriety. Owing to his piti
able Infirmity, people nave ovn
ldiosyn-cracle- s
lont ln judging him for his
and have gone bo far as to
ascribe his radicalism to genius, but
that
when he insinuates and intimates
tho Vice President of the United
a..,.. owue,u.
,.,,hi tn.v- - hriho him., the com- oiuico
mlseratlon for him turns to contempt,
and the wonder grows wny a great
to
constituency stiould send a freak
the United States Senate to represent
it.
beOf the fourteen states admitted
tween 1858 and 1900, only two found
It necessary to draft new constitutions. The other twelve had adopted
sane and safe constitutions, at the
start, the kind that Is never

INFORMATION,
President Taft'i evident intention to
become familiar with conditiona in
Amnrlno
hv- mOBUS Olfler limn "
"swlii around the circle" and the ban
somewhat pleas-an- t
quet route gives a
note to his administration.
Wicker--v- .
At his behest, Nagle and
n nno, in Alaska, and Senator
current announce
Crane, according to
0t
ments, Is to travel tnrougn meto the
saaitlB.
In addition
movements of these gentlemen. Secre
the ruiuppiu.
tary Dickinson Is in
..1 ,mio it rinea not. aiinoar that be
went at the request of the President,
It may be assumed that he win ue
first- less serviceable In bringing
hand information" back to tne wm,
House.
Here Is a somewhat unfamiliar Idea
In politics, and one that promises well.
Those aspects of government and
the needs of the publio which come
in Washington oannot prop
tn uo-h- t
broader and
erly be regarded as the
more Important concerns 01 tne
lean people. There Is much evidence
man ln Wash
tending to Bhow that the
.
ington Is largely concerned m reumm-iin waahlnston. and ln becoming
the master of the situation rather than
the servant of those whom he is permitted to represent.
But while the comparatively petty
concerns of the politicians are being
forwarded at political neaaqunnerD,
tho nnuntrv is crowing at a great rate,
and problems which the politicians
g
seem scarcely to comprenena are
developed.
Pnoaident Taft will have secured
powerful weapons with which to fight
If he can ascertain, before Congress
convenes again, some of the facts
which pertain to sections far remote
from Waahlneton such as the reason
why the Iowa farmers are going to
whether the natural re
Canada;
sources of Alaska are being ex:
plolted" by syndicates, or conserved
for the nubile: what Is the real effect
of the presence of Japanese and Chinese laborers In the west, and other
problems which are destined to be
come more serious as time passes.

THE PI8TOL IN THE HOUSE.
Is more reasonable to keep a nest

It
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raUegnake,
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for the

HKaillBl
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ers. than It Is to have a revolver ly
ing around the home upon the theory
that it may come in handy ,iome day
as a defense against burglars. Thousands of deaths are recorded annual
a
ly ln the United States because
revolver was too handy. Many a case-oBulcide, even, would never have occurred, if it had not been that In a
moment of despondency or aberra
tion, tne signt 01 nue revolver suggested thoughts of self destruction.
Of two recent
tragedies ln Denver
where a Jealous wife killed her sleephusband
and herself, the deed
ing
nrnhahlu wnitld nnnar hovn hnnn
celved but for the handlness of the
Even
auugeruus weapon
here ln
New Mexico, scarcely a week or a
month elapses but that somewhere a
child finds a Are weapon and accidentally, discharges It, causing death or
injury that cripples for life. As to
the protection that the revolver affords againBt burglars or other Invaders of the home, the New Mexican
has yet to hear of a case In this section where .such proved the case.
Quite often, however, the drawing of
a revolver in self defense, has resulted ln the killing of the person
who drew it, where if the weapon had
not been brought Into view no bloodshed would have occurred. To the
peace officer, or to the man who goes
into the wilds or on a hunting expedition, a gun may be necessary equipment but for any one else, never.
Just as useless as It Is to have a
pistol in the house, so criminal It Is
to carry one around In the hip pocket
while in a civilized community. On
this phase of the question, the Socorro Chieftain remarks:
In
"Last week's terrible tragedy
which one of Socorro's popular young
men was killed ln a most cold blooded and cowardly manner should serve
as an admonition to the officers of
law. It Is a subject of frequent comment that several young men of the
city habitually carry deadly weapons.
If the comment Is warranted by facts,
The fact that the school census for every one of these young men Is a
auschool
local
criminal ln the eyes of the law and
1910, taken by the
thorities, shows 600 persons leBs of thA notice officers should see to tt
,
,
,
t h -P
i?
than
BCUOU1
tbat he is dealt with accordingly. The
whu
age IU Duma
school census of last year, Is an lndl- Uabit of carrying deadly weapons Is
- rnnrnhnnfllhlA
Tt
In nlmnttt Mil, Itp-h- t
to lnslno nOOUu.i.iui.v Bj ,i6u,, a.
Ottutn s1?av la
CHllUn tUHl Qonl.
ivtiiciicuiiuiv iu
enougn to say mat Because or It
latlon rapidly. The town is improv-11- 9
otherwise, but It cannot expect to many a petty quarrel ends ln trageing
..
. ...
- t.- - matlvn i- -nnilllefl riv nrhon
nthnrwlaa nplthpr naxtv"noia mucn .uubci iue
whose fathers and sons can not find would Buffor harm worthy of a
Let Socorro's
employment ln this vicinity, ment's consideration.
do their whole duty In
The day is past when a family can,- police officers
Into
see
and
lt that the
this
regard
or wants to make a living on the
""
come from the washing taken in i
- i...i,nu Tho
- - er dead y weanons ceases to ba a
the women 01 me iiuuon.u,.
to menace to the lives of peaceable peo- younger men especially, are going
distant coal camps and Industrial
centers, to find employment. At presEXTREME PARTISANSHIP.
ent, Santa Fe does not offer employExtremist mimt tret rid of the Idea
ment for the support of more than
will that evprv rtpmncrat. Is a Socialist ln
people, and Its . population
dwindle to that figure, unless the land disguise or that every Republican Is
round about is reclaimed and in a corporation tool. The discussion of
r
constitutional
problems should be
dustries are established that win
Judgment.
steadier employment than the with calm, deliberate
is much sig- rather than ln the heat of political
game' of politics. There
nificance ln the fact, that the public passion and prejudice. It is very
Is
at anv time. In a nolltlcal con
school attendance at Albuquerque
troversy, that all of the wisdom Is on
three times that of Santa Fe.
one side. It may often he merely a
The Clayton Citizen calU attention choice from among several good
be
will
promptly things or the choice of the lesser evil.
to a condition which
remedied when New Mexico becomes Fortunately, in New Mexico, both para state, for the public Bchools will ties have well defined their standthen he munificently endowed by point. Those who favor a fundament,
nl law that In to ha modeled after the
Uncle Sam. Says the Citizen:
"It has been stated ln the papers constitution of the United States, that
that there would be a scarcity of good is to contain merely the foundation
teachers this fall in Union county. upon which to rear the new state and
This is not at all surprising consider- its laws, should vote for the Republi
treated.
ing the way the teachers are
can candidates. Those who favor In
It is made obligatory that they attend cluding in the constitution the new
is
which
expensive,
quite
the institute,
est legislative Ideas, who believe in
also after contracts are made for five maklntr the constitution a structure
months at a fair salary, both term
with a code of modern laws, some of
and salary are cut down, and ln many them untried and In the
experimental
Instances the teachers are even then atttn-eand those who believe in doc
unable to collect what is due them.
borrowed in part from Switzer
In one instance we know of, the teach- trines
from socialism,
er after being engaged for five months land and ln part
was should vote the Democratic ticket.
at $45 per month, the salary
equation may also
cut down to 30, the teacher taught The personal
one party has
one month and has never received any enter occasionally. If
nominated a man who stands high in
Is
evidently
There
whatever.
pay
the community and Is trusted; a man
something wrong somewhere."
who Is a thinker and has at least some
to
There has been much favorable com- idoa of constitution making, he is
ment lately on the certainty with Via nreferred to the man who lacks
which Great Britain punishes its crim- back bone, doeB not reason for him
"
inals but If it permits Doctor Crip-pe- self and is a mere uemasosue
a
to escape, even though guilty, be- mhi for the lob because It pays
cause of some survival of a medieval day and mileage and means honor to
this him. The New Mexican neneves tut
technical rule of procedure,
should pave the way for a radical re- the better and safer plan for the comvision of criminal procedure. There monwealth Is to adhere to the Repubare many rules, even In this country, lican idea, to entrust the Republican
imbedded in tradition and fortineu Dy party with the drafting of the constinrpppdent, that have outlived their tution for the new state, both because
reason and their usefulness and should it Is better fitted for the task and bemake way before modern logic, naie-guar- cause it will draft a fundamental law
that were thrown around legal that Is sure to meet with the approval
procedure a hundred and more years of President Taft who is eminent as
ago in order to assure the doing of- a constitutional lawyer, and of ConImJustice, may have been vital and
in which lt - many constituin the r time nut It snouia De gress,
tional lawyers, who have made a dose
at
maxim
a more generally accepted
of what ought to be In. and
law that when a reason ior a ruie no study
whitf ought not to he In a constitution.
should
rule
pass
that
exists,
longer
But despite that belief, the New Mex
out of existence.
unican proposes to treat tnose wno
fairness and will
with
otherwise
live
Tjonontlv the Denver Times passed
nap,, tn unread the Idea that the
into new hands and Denver now has a ..1
of the Republican doctrine
opponents
conservative evening paper, enterprisor traitors to tneir ow
Imbeciles
are
sen
of
from
the taint
ing hut fran
nionwealth.
sationalism, taking a place among the
evening papers, such as the Denver
Demo--.,ti- n
The total vote cast at the
Republican has among tne morning
In Cum county last
inn rnn la Thn Times will henceforth be
was only 1,245, or about the to
a power to be reckoned with politi week
"
In Colorado, ior tal vote of the city ot Banta
otherwise
and
cally
very
,,,at ho remembered that a Demo
oor all It Is the newspapers that keen
fight brought out every
avoid yellow Journalism, that have in
cratic vote and proDaDiy some
fluence because they are ianen at
votes. Those figures inditheir word.
cate that the Democrats majority incomcounty ought to be a
A new building for the First Nation- Curry
"easy matter to
parativoly
of
side
the
east
plaza.
counal bank on the
and that the population of that
Thus almost every day brings some ty cannot well be more than 10,000
Santhat
other
Indicating
Item or the
ta Fe is progressing even if It is not
if i avMnnt that the Republicans
no adequate
1b
growing. But there
all ovor the Territory are putting up
reason why Santa Fe should not grow their very best men, irrespective ut
means
as rapidly a9 it la progressing.
past factional associations, It
are united as
the
that
Republicans
blames
Congressman D. R. Anthony
never before and are ln earnest In goanxIhe Kansas City Star and the Topeka
In
ing bofore the people as a party
Capital for the insurgent victory noth- ious to formulate the best state coneven
though
Kansas. This is,
ny
to the pow- stitution thus far adopted by
ing else, at least a tribute
state,
er of the press.
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Corporal O. A. Reed, Co, B, 1st Infantry, Carlsbad.
First Lieutenant Domingo Pacbeco,
1st Infantry, Santa Fe,
First Sergeant John M. Gorman, Co.
E, 1st Infantry, Santa Fe.
Sergeant Pedro A. Martinez, Co. E,
1st Infantry, Santa Fe.
First Sergeant Jacob Snfford, Co. F,
1st Infantry, Snnta Fe.
Sergeant Ralph Enos, Co. F, 1st In
fantry, Santa Fe.
Private J, W. Farmer, Co. F, 1st
Infantry, Sunta Fe.
First Lieutenant A. E. Hayward, 1st
Infantry, La Vegas.
Sergeant J. D. Powers, Co. H, 1st
Infantry, Las Vegas.
Musician I. K. Lewis, Co. H, 1st In
fantry, Las Vegas,
Second Lieutenant W. E. Dudley, 1st
infuntry, Alamogordo.
Second Lieutenant F. C. Bluraiein,
1st Infantry, Clovls.
Sergeant J. O. McGee, Co. K, 1st
Infantry, Clovls.
Corporal M. J. Forbes, Co. K, 1st
Infantry, Clovls.
Cantaln M. S. Murray will act as
commissary and statistical officer and
Captain George E. Morrison as quar
termaster of the camp, captain Mur
ray will roport at Las Vegas on 10th
Inst. Second Lieutenant James Baca,
range officer, will report at Las Ve
gas on 10th Inst. Enlisted men will
take with them their mess kits, blan
kets, rifles,' cartridge belts, complete,
one suit khaki, one suit olive drab, and
rubber sucks. Officers will wear the
service uniform and will take rifle
and cartridge belt. , Transportation
will be furnished by the Adjutant General. The travel directed U necessary
In the military service.

BROWNING FOR

EDDY COUNTY TEACHERS
AT ARTE8IA.
CONVENE

First Good Rain In Twelve Month
Carlsbad Preparation for Alfalfa Planting This Fall.

IHPSTED

at

15

Aug. 8. The teach
convenes lor a two Has
Headquarters at AlamoThe
Artesla
today.
weeks' session at
gordo and Is Capitalized
county superintendent, A. A. Kaiser,
will be assisted by Prof. W. L. Bishop
at $600,000
and othofg. The population bus increased very rapidly the last two
has FAILED TO REACH MOUNTAINS
FOREST INCREASED years and the number of schools
MUNZHNO
BOARD OF EDUCATION MEETS
SOCIETY
CHILDREN'S
HOUSE
increased accordingly. The number
FORNOFFOFFJTjpOISITION
ot teachers, therefore, needed In the
for the next school term Is the Governor Mills Spent Warm Day
Four Arrests Are Made for Bank and Trading Company Is Almost Two Hundred Thousand county
Some Daily Incidents in Work
largest in the history ot the county.
in Albuquerque Railroad
Its
to
Added
Acres
at
Violation
Obar,
Organized
of Territorial
The Institute, therefore, is likely to
of Superntendent C.
Yard..
than
Area.
attendance
I
have a much larger
Game Laws.
Quay County.
Lukent.
heretofore. There Is no surer sign of
ot a community than
Governor's Ilav at the Mountalnalr,
Washington, Aug. 8. It will be healthy growth
The following delegates were apGovernor Mills presided today over
Itself
Governor Mills today appointed Armiddle of October before its schools. Eddy county prides nesl- - Torrance c0(mtv chautauquai waa cel.
the
about
to
the
Mills
territorial
the
deliberations
the
of
Governor
pointed today by
thur A, Temke ot Demlng a notary
uood schools and never
board ot education which met in the Farmers' National Congress which will the people of the United States learn Zes to erecl good school houses ebrated yesterday without the pres- public.
the
ence ot Governor Mills. And thereby
hall of representatives at the capitol
revealed
as
by
wherever needed.
hold Its 30th annual session at Lin- their true number
Funds Received.
to pass upon the applications for procount of the thirteenth census. It Is
Carlsbad project and adjoining' hangs a tale. Governor Mills had set
Tbe
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
1910;
October
6th,
fessional teachers' certificates. There coln, Neb.,
eenerally believed that the number territory has had its first (rood rain in out for Mountalnalr on Tuesday eventoday received from the warden of
are above fifty applicants. Besides
N. M. Mikesell, of Springer; Rich- will be about 90,000,000; and census over
twelve months. The ranges to
convicta'
92,735.61
the penitentiary
the governor there were present: Su- ard Nauta, of Maxwell City; N. S. officials are known to share In this the west had become so dry that stock- ing. He went to sleep on his Pullman,
earnings, and $584.64 from the treasto find himself in Mountalnperintendent of Publlo Instruction Belden, of East Las Vegas; Jacobo belief.
men found it necessary to bring much hoping
urer ot Socorro county.
James E. Clark Dr. William B. Garri- Yrrlsarl, of Albuquerque;
Sllvestre
About 300 of the more tfhan 1,800 of the stock to the project to be fed. alr by morning. But when the porter
comIncorporation,
M.
C.
are
office
found himself In
son, of Manilla Park; Professor
Mirabal, of San Rafael; E. W. Hobart, clerks in the census
Some rented alfalfa pastures, paying called, the governor
toIncorporation papers were filed
of Taos; piling population figures only, while
Light, of Silver City; Superintendent
while others the Albuquerque yards of the Santa
Hart,
of
Squire
Santa
Fe;
acre,
month
a
per
$5.00
day by The New Mexico and Arizona
Fe railroad. A freight wreck at Ban
Thomas W. Conway, of Raton; Dr. E. E. A. Drake, ot Sororro; Alejandro the others are working on other
hay and fed their stock on the
Land Company of New York. The
statistics. Contrary to the general bought
had tied up all south bound trains at
McQueen Gray, of Albuquerque; At- Sandoval, of Bernalillo; Charles
stockmen
The
canal.
the
of
west
side
incapitalization is $8,000,000, divided
J. 0. Stewart, opinion, all of the counting of the peo In consequence have suffered very lit- Albuquerque. "One hour tor breaktorney W. G. Haydon, of Las Vegas,
Roswell;
of
1b
Coard
to 80,000 shares. Edwin F.
and Superintendent Bias Sanchez, ot of Las Cruces; C. J. Laughlln, ot Dem- ple is done by hand, the tabulating tle loss. Rain will soon make gTass fast, sah," said the porter at 7 a. m.
machines being used only In ciassin-cationamed the New Mexico agent and
Mora.
The vancancy caused by, the lng.
will again be normal. But eight o'clock arrived and the train
headMexico
as to race, sex and other con- when conditions
Santa Fe as the New
retirement of Brother Walter as presPubllo
Appointed.
had become low, but Btill seemed glued fast to the tracks at
river
Pecos
Notary
The
maintained
abo
quarters. Offices are
ident of St. Miachel's College has not
Mills today appointed ditions.
Governor
now rising and the Carlsbad pro- Albuquerque. Hour after hour passed
is
will
continue
Enumeration
Ariz.
figures
In the sizzling sun and when at four
at Phoenix,
yet been ailed by Governor Mills.
Emory Hlckock of Engle, Sierra coun to be Riven out day by day for the ject will finish tbe season without
o'clock In the afternoon train No. 10
Change of Agent.
ty, a notary public.
Notary Public Appointed.
the
while
or
monthB
more,
two
next
ComThe Title Insurance and Trust
Incorporation,
are
already being pulled out, eight hours late, Governor
Preparations
Governor Mills today appointed R.
industrial
figures
and
tosociological
Secin Mills boarded it for the cooler clime ot
Incorporation papers were filed
pany today certified to Territorial
S. Baker, of Shiprock, San Juan counAll enumeration made for extensive alfalfa planting
WILL ADDRESS
Santa Fe, much to his regret, howBank and Trading will come later.
"
Obar
have
the
who
Some
by
Carlsbad
retary Nathan Jaffa that it had ap-to ROOSEVELT
day
four
the
to
project.
figures are counted, three
CONGRESS. ty, a notary public.
CONSERVATION
Company of Obar, Quay county. The times,! and an investigation Is ordered purchased land here have become en- ever, and to tbe disappointment of the
pointed Ralph C. Ely ot Demlng
Recommitted to Insane Asylum.
of Mountalnalr.
succeed James B. Waddill as its New
capitalization is $00,000 divided Into
of an error, thusiastic over money making possi people
Territorial Funds.
Judge Edward R. Wright today re- 2,000 shares. The New Mexico agent If there Is any .suggestion
Are
His Utterances at Saint Paul
are watching
Mexico agent.
of
alfalfa.
bilities
(has
They
of
fraud
evidence
two
cities
In
committed to the insane asylum at Is C. A. Burford. The Incorporators
Treasurer M. A. Otero
Territorial
Looked Forward to With Much
now being hullseed
alfalfa
one.
crops
Great
in
the
and
been
Supreme Court.
discovered,
Las Vegas, P. J. Chavez, of Revuelto, and directors are: Roy O. Housel, ToadInterest By All People.
ender-take- n
one hundred dollar today received the following remit-that
find
been
has
ed
and
The territorial supreme court
a
Falls,
prosecution
who had already spent peka, 400 shares; C. A. Burford, 200
tances f From Sandoval county, $2,Saint Paul, Minn., Aug. 5. Definite Quay county,
land it planted to alfalfa can be maue
for fraudulent enumeration.
journed this forenoon until Monday
coun jr II.- some time at that institution and who shares; H. A, Jones, 100 shares; C.
to fifty dollars an acre 1331.28; from Rio Arriba
Durand to
Director
of
intention
forenoon after hearing arguments in word from Colonel Theodore Roose has relapsed into imbecility.
Tha
W.
L. Campbell,
$245.12.
Taos
from
U. Link, 80 shares;
county,
national
817.37;
the
address
will
prseason
not
of
he
velt
that
Is
Luna,
counting
Solomon
This
Is to tabulate first the population
net
the Case No. 1055,
Arrested by Mounted Police.
36 shares, all of Obar.
Institutions! Leaees.
Cerrlllos conservation congress in Saint Paul
where five to six nun- the large cities, after which the fig
plaintiff in error, vs. The
With
arrested
Beal
Policeman
Mounted
Requisition.
T
Fornoff Leaves
the second day, has
out
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my Judgment It wag unnecessary to
require additional bond.
"Questions, however, of thin nature,
should, If you have any serious doubts
concerning them, be referred to the
attorney general for his opinion.
"Respectfully,
"P. J. TRACEWELL,
"Comptroller."
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Personal Mention.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 4, 1910.
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THE FORUM.
SYSTEM
OF
LEGISLATURE OF TWO
HOU8ES.
To the Eldlor of the New Mexican
Some days ago a number of persons
con
received coping of a ready-mad- e
stitution, kindly formulated by a gentleman In Indiana, and I glanced at Hb
contents until I saw that It Included
the antiquated system of a legislature
of one home, ao repugnant to every
American Idea that It has been unknown anywhere In the United States
for more than a century and a quarter,
and a revival of which would aeem
like a return to Dark Ages. I read no
further, as that characterized the production as utterly out of place among
Americana and In modern days, and
I certainly did not think that Buch a
long discarded system needed any discussion among Intelligent people.
But I see that this extraordinary
document has been published In full
In at least one newspaper, and without any reprobation of this antiquated
and
provision; and as
or two
this matter of a
house legislature has been settled and
therefore not publicly discussed for
Beveral generations, It may be worth
while to restate the history of that

THE

tubjtct

I enclose therefore, part of a chapter of a little . book on the United
States constitution, which I wrote

slon
In

to being representative.
the treat upheaval of

govern-ment-

succeeding the French Revolu
tion, we find the
form followed very generally In the new 'Sys
tems introduced In the various parts
of Europe, and with increasing uniformity, as time and experience showed the advantages of this form. Thus
the third constitution of
Republican
France, adopted September 23, 1796,
after a full and certainly very disastrous trial of the
principle under the constitutions of 1791
and 1793, established the
form.
"No people," said M. BolSBy
d'Anglals in 1796, at the time of the
change referred to, "can testify to the
world with more truth and sincerity
than Frenchmen can do, the dangers
Inherent In a single legislative assembly, and the point to which factions may mislead an assembly with
out reins or counterpoise."
In Norway the same system (bi
cameral) was Introduced by the constitution of November 14, 1814.
In Poland by the Emperor Alexan
der, when assuming the title of king
of that country, In the constitution of
November 27, 1815.
In the Netherlands by the consti
tution of August 24, 1816.
In the Iohian Republic by the con
stitution of 1818 (Senate chosen from
lower legislative body.)
In Nassau, September 2, 1814; In
Baden, August 22, 1818; in Hanover,
in 1818; in Wurtemberg, September
25, 1819; )n Hesse Darmstadt, May 18,
1820; In the Kingdoms of Greece and
Belgium at the time of their estab
lishment as Independent powers; in
Brazil and In all the South and Central American Republics, under each
g
of their
form 3.
More recently still In the new kingdom of Italy; and In 1866, Sweden
succumbed before the weight of argument adduced by reason and experisysence, and adopted the

many yars ago, and which then received the published approval of two
Senpresidents, three
ators Conkling, Morton, Chandler, Loin
fact, all
gan, Fenton, Cameron, and
the leading statesmen and Journals of
that day.
While It was written about the formation of the U. S. constitution, the
argument Is even stronger In a state;
and the years that have passed since tem.
In the constitutional convention of
It was published have only empha1787, We find that this Bubject prosized the advantage of the
voked
considerable
discussion, alBjstem.
though those In favor of the
Legislature.
system were always In the maIn almost all the colonies, the "bisystem had jority.
cameral" or
Mr. Randolph's plan of a constitubeen introduced, following the plan of
which was the first proposed,
the two houses of Parliament In the tion,
as
third resolution:
mother country. Indeed, this system containedThat its
the National legislature
univeralmost
the
be
said
to
be
may
to
consist
of two branches."
ought
sal accompaniment of the Anglo-SaxoMr. Plnckney's plan, laid before the
race wherever they may go. Dr.
convention on the same day (May 29),
Lleber mentions having referred the
contained provisions very similar in
eminent Dr. Tocqueville, who In- these
particulars; and on the 31st
quired of him the mode in which the this section was adopted In commitAnglican race form their govern- tee of the whole by the vote of every
ments, to the case of Oregon Terri- state
Later In
except Pennsylvania.
tory, the settlers in whidh, at a time the
when the plan
when Congress had made no provi- was session, however,
reported from the committee, this
sion for them, met for the purpose of
desome government for provision was the cause of much Inestablishing
Mr. Patterson In big plan
bate.
themselves, and at once adopted the troduced June 15, left the
Congress
principle of two houses. And he adds, as It was under the Confederation;
"It Is as natural to us as the com- the whole
plan in fact being an amendmon law." Perhaps a more striking ment
to the articles Instead of a new
of
New
case
the
Is
of
this
instance
constitution. This was soon followed
Hampshire, the people of which, be- by the sketch read by Mr. Madison
intfheir
governor,
deserted
by
ing
as embodying his own views, in which
quired of Congress what course they the
system was Included.
should pursue. Congress having ad- A
and most Interesting devised them to establish Buch a gov- batelengthy
followed. In which Mr. Madison
ernment as would "best produce the and others
of the most prominent
happiness of the people," the Provin members participated, In the course
cial convention assumed the character of which we find the argument used
and
of a House of Representatives,
Sherman, that while two
by Mr.
proceeded to elect a council of twelve branches might be "necessary In a
members, providing that In future state
legislature, be could see no neboth Houses should be elected . by
in a Confederacy of states;
the people. Thus, In this first as- cessity
used in opposition to the strong point
sumption of government by any peo- made
by the friends of a double-chambsysple in America, the
system
by adducing the examples
was
and
the example
tem was adopted,
of all the states except Pennsylvania.
soon followed by South Carolina.
friends
of the measure were,
The
However, we find that during the however, much too strong to be over
Revolutionary contest the supporters thrown, and upon the vote being taksystem In the new en it stood yeas, 7 nays, 3 (New
of the
states became quite numerous, and In York, New Jersey, and Delaware),
the case of Pennsylvania succeeded Divided, 1 (Maryland)."
In carrying their views Into effect.
L. B. PRINCE.
Their opinion was supported on the
ground of the greater efficiency and MUST FIRST FINISH
promptitude of action In a
SCENIC HIGHWAY,
legislature, an argument more power
ful In time of war than under other Then Santa Fe, Las Vegas and Upper
circumstances.
Pecos Will Become Playground
Before the constitution was formed,
for Texas.
Con
W. Goodrich Jones of Temple, Tex
however, the experience of the
ac
more
federation and a
general
as, who spent several weeks at the
quaintance with correct political prin Windsor ranch on the upper Pecos,
a
led
to
miles northeast of this
genereal acquiescence twenty-fiv- e
ciples,
In the
system, and even city, is enthusiastic in describing the
Pennsylvania finally returned to It
glories of the upper Pecos and the
The advantages of the system are forest reserve. He has summered in
bo generally recognized at this time Switzerland and other famous resort
as scarcely to require argumentation countries of Europe; has spent seato be employed in Its support. In the sons in the Adirondack, in the Colofirst place, a single legislative body rado mountains, In California, In Mexnaturally In time becomes tyrannical, ico, but he says the upper Pecos is
and as has been well said, no tyran- superior to them all In scenery and in
ny is so unscrupulous and despotic as climate. Before he came, people said
the tyranny of a numerous body. The to him: "What do you want to go to
despotism of a single man is m some New Mexico for? It Is beastly hot up
degree controlled by his single respon there!" and he was astounded to find
sibility, as in Russia, where the gov Santa Fe and the upper Pecos cooler
ernment has been aptly called "an
than Denver and Colorado Springs
monarchy tempered by assassi are. He predicts that as soon as the
It
nation." But in an assembly, the re Santa Fe has completed the cut-of- f
sponsibility being apparently divided, Is building to Texico, Curry county,
there Is not even this check, and all that the million people of southwestexperience has shown that the most ern Texas will make Santa Fe and
odious tyrannies have been of this the miner Pecos, their summer resort.
kind. The single Instance of the gov- providing this section is properly adernment of France In the early days vertised, and the Scenic Highway Is
of the Revolution Is sufficiently Illus- finished from Santa Fe and Las Vetrative. Again, the two Houses op- gas, to the Pecos. Mr. Goodrich left
erate as a reciprocal check upon today for Chicago to attend the
so
Knights Templar conclave.
hasty and excessive legislation,
apt to be Indulged In by an uncontrollof
In
times
ed legislature, particularly
MORE PUMPING PLANTS FOR
THE MIMBRES VALLEY.
popular excitement; securing) deliball
of
review
careful
and
a
eration,
N. M., Aug. 6. A. D, Pax-Demlng,
measures by independent minds In ton, a California orange grower, nas
the other branch of the legislature. let a contract for the Installation of
They present, also, a barrier to the
capacity pumping plant
strong propensity so natural In pub- on his place six miles east of Demlng.
all
concentrate
power,
to
lic bodies
It Is Mr. Paxton's Intention to go Into
patronage, and Influence In their own the raising of alfalfa In the Mlmbres
hands.
Again, a single body is much valley.
more easy to manipulate or Influence
Hlram Lucas and Harvey Tingle,
by patronage or by direct bribery, both of White City, Texas, bought a
in support of men or measures the section and a half of land twenty
most dangerous to the public Bafety. miles south of Demlng.
ImproveBut the tntrlgueB of ambitious dema ments will begin upon this land at
are
comparatively
gogues
once. Big wells will be put down and
whan two houses share the power and
sealarge acreage put into crops next
exercise reciprocal checks on each son, Mr. Lucas will also put In a
havother. And In the last place, by
lumber yard and store at Midway, a
each
ing the elements of which mannerbody
station on the El Paso & Southwestof
In
the
la composed differ
ern half way between Doming and
and
In
their qualifications
election,
Hermanns and near which the land Is
as
of
office,
term
the
of
in the longth
located.
the
of
and
locality
size
in
the
as
well
districts represented, we introduce a If your liver Is sluggish and out of
consecutive element most Important tone, and you foel dull, bilious, con- In the frame of government. Indeed,
tuke a dose of Chamuerluln's
so apparent are these advantages stlpatod,
and Liver Tablets tonignt De-Stomach
and
acknowledged
now
ttrnt tliev are
will foel all right
J fore retiring and you
country
acted
VvernnTena's a'ny preten-'l- u the morning. Sold by all drugBists.

where
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known attorney, one of the astutest central committee In conjunction with
constitutional lawyers of the south- - a committee of this club to be select-wesFrancisco Gauna is a well ed by the president, and of which he
POLITICAL PASTURES known and popular native citizen of 'ihall be a member, and these resolu- Raton,
Tho resolutions endorse thejtlons are hereby submitted to said
Republican national platform and the central committee for Its
Tho Republican county convention
of President
Taft. Hon."
...
n 41
in v I. ,.1 1 . n
UL OUUII1U
laws and the tariff arel Last evening at Las Vegas,
vuuuiy Wilt UtJ UV1U HI DU The anti-trucorro on August 25.
especially commended in connection ornor Curry and Hon. V. 0. Soule of
with the endoraeinent of the admln- - North Dakota, addressed a Republl- The primaries of Republicans and lstratlon at
Washington. Arizona Is can rally.
Democrats In Sierra county will be condemned for attempting to dlsfran- The Democrats of Dona Ana county
held on AugUBt 13 and the county con chlse her SpanlBh-apeaklncitizens, will houd their county convention on
ventlona on Saturday, August 14,
Governor Mills Is endorsed, as Is also August 20 at Las Cruces, the same
1 neoaore
Hooseveit and President dav as the Reimbllcans.
The Republicans of Portales, Roose- Taft is given a second endorsement
the Soc,al.
NeJt TuelJd
eyenl
velt county, have elected the follow for carrying out the policies of his
, ad
t a
of chaveg county
ing delegates to the county conven predecessor.
down
to
the
Getting
candl-con- s
D,Htform and nomiate four
tion: W. M. Twiggs, G. V. Johnson,
tuition to be adopted, the con-(latfor tne constittltloDal conven-ventloA. B, Austlu and T. L. Keen.
declared In favor of a con- - tlon.
sarvatlve Instrument with no experi
. ThU
evening a political mass meetAt the Republican primary at Es- ments or I sins. Rigid safeguards surbe held on the Las Vegas
tancla the following delegates to the rounding the rights of the people and ing will
mesa, near the postofflce of Mlshawacouuty convention were chosen: H. the expenditure of public money are ka.
Speakers from both parties are to
Q, Souders, George H. Van Stone, J. urged. The delegates are advised to
make addresses.
W. Collier, Fred H. Ayers, Ceiestlno guard against the adoption of any
The Republicans of Lordsburg have
Ortiz, Angus McQllllvray, L. A. Bond. clauses in the constitution that would
the following delegates to the
s chosen
be likely to aruse controversy In
and endanger the annroval of county convention at Silver City: F.
The final round-ushows eight
the!R- Coon, A. W. Mornlngstar, Dr. M.
Democratic candidates
In Chaves the Instrument at the hands of
Crocker and W. F. Rltter.
county for the four delegateships to national lawmakers and the Presl jM.
Last evening Rev. I. E. Seder of
the constitutional convention:
John dent.
the
League, addressed a
I. Hlnkle, of Hagerman; Emmett Pat- "The initiative, refereuaum and re- - small meeting at Silver City. He
ton, Green B. Patterson, of Inglevllle;
e
of incorporating a
G. A. Richardson, M. V. Flnley, J. S. call and green goggles on the range spoke in favor
to mislead them to relish dead hlbltion clause In the constitution,
Kirby, J. L. Glbbany, and W. G. Urton,
Fort Sumner precinct, Guadalupe
mesqnlte brush in the absence of naof Roswell.
tlve hay might be amicable expert-- county, has chosen the following
"If the direct primary system, which
to inject Into the New Mexico! publicans to the Republican county
is demanded in the Democratic plat-froconvention at Santa Rosa, pledged to
constltutlon." Columbus News.
of Grant county should be
support C. C. Henry for delegate to
adopted, it would simplify the work of
the constitutional convention: W. H
conven
The
precinct
Republican
In
the steam roller. The system is
Sandoval and J. H.
will be held on Parker, Isaac
'
use In El Paso. There the county tions In Curry county
Keeling. East Vaughn Republicans
boss picks out the candidates,
and Thursday and the county convention chose Celestlno Sandoval and Patrl-clnthey are elected at the primary. on next Monday,
Garcia as delegates to the counThere seldom is a contest." Westconvention.
ty
the
Roosevelt
At La Lande,
county,
ern Liberal.
James Daniel Whelan, editor of the
Democrats nominated W. P. Hart as Democratic Artesla
Advocate, anconvento
the
county
their
delegate
The Democrats of the 12th precinct,
nounces that he will not be a candiM. Westbrook as altern
T.
with
tion
Guadalupe county, selected W. H.
date for delegate to the constitutional
ate.
Hunter, J. A. Perkins, Frank
convention. His announcement occuIndiJ. L. Lovelace, M. R. Baker,
of pies almost an entire page and
W. T. Woodwell, city attorney
C. W. Poor, alternates, R. L. BrookB,
sore towards
has announced himself as a cates that he feels quite
Carlsbad,
A.
Elliott
P.
M.
J. Brooke,
,0.
Rooney,
Democratic brethren In Eddy
candidal; on the Democratic ticket for
and Candldo Segura to go to the coun.county
the constitutional convention.
The
Rosa.
Santa
at
convention
A Citizen's Club has been organized
ty
, . ,
Democrats at East Vaughn selected:
to take a hand in the
The Republicans of Springer have" Las
Domingo Schwabacber, Monico Sena,
election. The officers
and Parish to constitutional
Mikesell
Messrs.
chosen
A. A. Wells and R. 0. Burt.
H. G Coors, president; Victor
Colfax
at
the
them
county.':
represent
Abeyta, T. C Evans.
The San Juan county Republican convention at Raton on Saturday.
and George H. Hunker,
be
will
rally
a
Republican
Tonight
convention will meet at Aztec on
Ve- - dents; Dr. H. W. Heymann, treasurer;
Las
of
Eat
hall
at
the
city
Wednesday, August 10. The Repub
Char es
G.
W.
secretary;
Ogle,
licans will likely nominate Rev. D. E. gas. The speakers will be Attorney
assistant
secretary.
of Las Vegas, and.Tamme,
A.
Charles
BpleBs
is
who
of
Bundy
Faruiington,
pledged
V. O. Soule of North Da- - dresses were made by A. A. Jones,
to prohibition, and Col. W. H. Will
John D. W. Veeder and others.
iams of Aztec, at least the San Juan kota
With Ralph C. Ely in the constltu-botThroughout Arizona young men in
County Index says so. The Demotlonal
convention, Luna county will
Democratic
and
the
Republican
crats will make their .selection from
a
representative who will be
to
take
clubs
are
forming
R. W. Heflin of Farmlngton, and J. S. parties
elec- - heard from, who will be of weight in
the
for
the
In
campaign
tlve
part
Hartman and Dr. M. D. Taylor of
the counci. of the
der, '.Candid
tlon of delegate, to the constitution
Aztec.
convention.
he Is a leader among men and Luna
The Republicans of Precinct No. 20,
"The Republicans of Luna county
county will do Itself proud to isend
have nominated Ralph Ely as a can Raton, have selected the following del- him to the constitutional convention.
didate for the constitutional conven egates to represent them at the Colfax
The official returns of the Demo
tion. Mr. Ely does not believe In the county convention, August 6: A. R. cratic primaries in Curry county show
G.
S. Brown,
socialistic and newly found panaceas Stretcher, A. Starub,
that Editor T. J. Mabry, aged 25 years
for all the political Ills of the coun Thomas McBrlde, Elmer Studley, E. of Clovis, received the highest num
William
K.
a
short consti C. Champton, James
Hunt,
try, and will work for
ber of votes, 486. He Is a radical but
tution that will contain nothing that Oliver, T. A. McAullffe, T. B. Hart, C. even If he should be elected he will
should be left to the legislature. A. Wblted and L. S. Wilson.
feel so lonesome In the constitutional
Luna Is normally a Democratic counThe Republican party organization convention that no harm wil ensue.
ty, but a large portion of the Demo In Santa Fe county Is harmonious. At J. W. Chllders, aged 70, of Texico,
on
cratic vote Is of a socialistic nature, the central committee meeting
polled 477 votes, the next highest
and as the socialists have a ticket in Tuesday evening, a spirit of fair play number. Both will therefore be th
called
-the field tbere is a good chance for nrevalled. The primaries were
.n, nominees for the couuty
Mr. Ely's election." Western Liber for Wednesday evening, August n.
unless the other four candidates can
convention
al.
establish the charge that has been
p, m., and the county
chairmen
Precinct
for August 20.
made, that frauds were perpetrated at
'The story circulated
about the were named for each precinct. iu the primaries, which Is very likely to
Ricounty seat to the effect that
have been the case.
Santa Fe, In Ward No. 1, Telesfor
ernor George Curry, of Tularosa, has vera will be president; in Ward No. 2,
Editor W. B. Walton, Incidentally
in
nardoned R. H. Pierce. Is such a ni.ttnt Attnrnov E. C. Abbott;
for the Santa Fe, chairman
attorney
clumsy lie that whereas the people Ward No. 3, Thomas B. Catron, and of t)le Democratic central committee
w
have not heretofore made any
in Ward No. 4, Colonel George
and nominee for delegate to the con
to nlace Mr. Currv In the race Prlehard. Those selections will assure stitutional
convention, must have
at
for delegate, they will now demand good order and proper procedure
cnucKled to himself when, In describ- find
will
one
no
that he be nominated In sDite Of his these meetings and
Ins the Democratic county convention
ohlentlnns. The Tribune is hereafter any excuse on that Bcore for staying at Silver City, he wrote In the Silver
meetings.
devoted to the task of nominating away from these important
City Independent: "The convention
Hon. George Curry on the Republican it .till looks as if the Democrats was truly a convention of the people,
field In for the
people and by the people. Perticket If his enemies had some ex would not put a ticket In the
that fect harmony prevailed," the machincuse for the mudslinging, the matter this county, as they recognize
most to gam ery being so well greased that the cor
would have an entirely different as Santa Fe county has the
and much to lose by dis- poration ticket of three lawyers and
pect, Us for Curry." Tularosa Val by harmony
one company store keeper was put
sension at this time.
ley Tribune.
com"I was surprised to hear, uponAssoci- through without as much as the batFe," said former
ting of an eye by the leaders. Poor
The Republicans of Chaves county ing to Santa
Edward A. Mann of Albu- Democracy, to be sold out in its own
met In convention at Roswell and ate Justice
my name had been home!
nominated for the constitutional con querque, "that connection with the i.
in
The Union Labor Party which
vention: Edward A. Cahoon, the well mentioned iiho Albuciuerque
nt. Alhnnuernue on Wednes- Morning
known and popular Roswell banker;
oi
A.
B.
rail
the following
evenjnKi adopted
Judge
upon
Journal
diy
ownElza Wblteman, a wealthy sheep
nntv. One report goes so far resolutions:
ntoi-"We, the laboring peo
er and stockman; Herbert J. Hagerwu
was
I
present
county, believing
as to say that
ple of Bernalillo
man of South Springs, former goverrioiecnte to Congress W. H. Andrews, that under existing conditions we
nor of the territory, and I. H. Elliott,
to have offered over the will not be properly represented In the
u'nlleeed
a widely known fruit raiser. A deter
In
framing of the istate constitution,
telephone $1,600 to some one
mined effort will be made by the
tn defeat Fall. I was In therefore pledge ourselves to work
to elect their ticket. They
warand support the nominees who will
California, when the newspaper
stand an excellent chance of succeed fare was Inaugurated and It Is a mat promise to work and vote for the pass
ing, despite the heavy handicap of a ter of Indifference to me, what per age of the following articles of law
large normal Democratic majority In sonality Is sent from Otero county to for Wie state constitution." The reso
the county, which they must over sit In the constitutional convention, lutions contain the following articles
"To
come.
except as to the Interest that every to be submitted to candidates:
other citizen has in the result. 1 am candidates for delegate to the constas
Tribune names
The Tularosa
neither for or against at this time, itutional convention for the new state
We in
likely candidates In Otero county for either Delegate W. H. Andrews, or of New Mexico:
U. S. Senate, assembly, through
tne
proper organizathe constitutional convention,
Judge A. B. Fall, for the
ambiA. B. Fall, George Curry, but I do believe that personal
tion, after due consideration, hereby
Bvron Sherry. J. R. Howell, J. W. tions should be kept In check until present to you our demands for recogInto the
Prude, J. A. Carroll, W. D. Tipton, G. statehood is secured. Our first duty nition and incorporation
Glass is to unite efforts to secure a good proposed constitution or laws, the
H. Bent. Charles Meyer, Lee
cock, A. K. Gore, Charles P. Downs, constitution and to be admitted under following: Direct primary law; eight
H. 0. Rlggs, J. C. Lucas, J. M. Helm it as a state. Then there will be plen- hour labor law; a recall provision;
and then adds: "In regard to the ty of time to pass on personal ambi- child labor law; arbitration law, pro
to be re- viding for a Joint committee consiststory circulated by a friend of ours, tions for preferment. It is
who places his party above his friends, gretted that any dissensions should ing of three from the employer, three
from the
to the effect that A, B. Fall has pur occur now over personal antagonism from the employe and three
Of course, the above state; referendum and Initiative; Auchased the Tribune, we wish only to and ambitions.
labor departstate that we are very sorry It is not reports I refer to are as fnrse as they stralian ballot system;
ment and commissioner; mining de
fact. If Mr. Fall wishes to buy a are absurd."
The Bernalillo County Democratic partment and inspector of experience; niro ilttio newsDaner and can agree
on a judiciary absolutely free from pollto pay the price we ask for the Tri- rui.h nt a mentlne at Albuquerque
follow-- ! tics;
Joint and equal taxation; em-inthe
adopted
now."
evening
a
deal
Tuesday
made
he
has
right
bune,
"It Is the sense of ployers' liability laws. Are you iny
resolutions:
held the Democratic club of Bernalillo - favor and will you support the
rnlfav county Republicans
poration of such provisions into the
that the candidates of the DcmMinlii ennvnntlon nt Raton on Satur
for delegates to the con-- new constitution or the passage of
day and nominated the following tick- ocratlc partynv.i,Hnn In this countyinurh laws?" The following officers
of delegates for the constitution-convention- ;
W. L. Cock-moC. J. Roberta of Ra- - should be selected nt a direct primary were chosen; Chairman,
vice president, E. A. Pinney;
ton: Nbrman Bartlett of Vermejo by the voters of the several precincts
to a convention, secretary, James J. Votaw; treasurer,
George Brown of Raton; P. J. O'Brien and not by delegates
nf natnn: CharleB SnrinEer of Cim under such rules and regulations for Charles LeFebcr.
William Mcintosh of Mcintosh, Torarron; and Francisco Gauna of Raton. tine holding of Bald direct primaries
Is being urged to beMr. Roberts, as Is remembered, was as will insure that such candidates rance county,
the come a candidate for tie constitutionof
choice
most
the
express
shall
be
and
one of the hardest working
that al convention.
efficient members of the last legisla Democratic voters of the county;
of
for each twenty votes
tive assembly. Mr. Bartlett, while a delegates pledged to the supporthigh-ps- t One delegate
the
or major fraction cast at the 1908
recent comer to New Mexico from those candidates receiving
of
number of votes at such primary, election will be the apportionment
Is expending a lnrge forChicago,
to be held to delegates for the Republican county
tune In developing the resources of to a county convention
In this city on August 20.
Colfax tfounty, tne ratify the action of such primary, shall convention
northwestern
at such "B. F. Pankey Is down from his
Bartlett ranch already being world be selected in each precinct
Colonel
to constitute ranch today In his auto.
famous.
George Brown Is a railway primary, such delegates
It Is Pankey has a lightning rod out for
Mie labor the county central committee.
unnrinotnr and renreaents
sense of this club that a Beat in the constitutional conven
ing element. P. J. O'Brlan Is general further the
should be tion from this end of the county."
manager for the Dawson Fuel com- such rules and regulations
the Democratlo county Stanley Index.
pany, Charles Springer Is the well formulated by

IN NEW MEXICO'S
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The Democrats at Moriarty elected !c. Henry, of Fort Sumner; A. W.
the following delegates to the Tor- Wlest, of Cuervo, and Jose P. Sandorance county convention all pledged val, of Anton Chlco.
to the Initiative, referendum and reThe Republicans in Quay county at
call: J. M. Smith, C, R. Greenfield, C. tholr convention on, Thursday of this
W. Bennett, O. W. Lasater with C week at Tucumoarl, selected the folScltz as alternate.
lowing as their candidates for the conAccording to the Raton Reporter, stitutional convention and indications
the following will be the Republican are very favorable for their election:
candidates In Colfax county for the Charles Kohn, of Montoya; Reld
constitutional convention: C. J. Rob- Holloman, of Tucumcarl; Fred
O'Brlan of
erts, General Manage
of Logan, Dr. Hayworth, of
DawBon, Mr. Mikesell
of Miami; San Jon, and Mr. Windsor of southCharles Springer of Cimarron, and ern Quay county.
George S. Brown of Raton, with one
The Republican convention of Taos
member uncertain.
county will be held at Taos on August
At East Raton, the Democrats have 20 and the
primaries on August 16.
elected the following delegates to the The Democratic convention is to be
SaJazJtr.
Jesus
county iranvenflon:
held on the same day and at the same
S. A. Wiseman, Rnmlgio Garcia, J. E.
place, although this baa not been
Glllum, Jacobo Tafoya, John C. Sears,
decided upon as yet.
Victor Montoya, L, Keith, P. A. Ta definitely
The Democrats of Socorro county
H.
foya, J. W. Smith, Bolero Valdez,
have called their convention for Aug- O. Raynolds, Carlo, Montoya, Frank
t 22 t ,he court hou8e at Socorr0.
.
uuaaai
,
io
unavcz,
uoouman, Henrique
TafoMax
Emlllo
Casaus,
Brlto,
lupe
15.
August
ya, William F. Huffine, C. G. Davis,
Abran Cardwias, W. L. Kegel, Pale-moBREED
Chavez, Arturo Florez, W. L. PRISONS
TUBERCULOSIS.
Curtis, Miguel Archuleta and James
Duncan.
In
The Socialists have decided to Open Twelve Thousand Consumptives
Penal Institution of the
up their campaign in New Mexico in
Country.
an active manner and J. H. Schneider
That there are 12,000 tuberculosis
one of the prominent lecturers of the
Socialistic party, has been assigned prisoners In the Btate, federal and lo- to New Mexico for the next month to'cal prisons and JallB of the United
Instl-firs- t
speak in behalf of the party. The States, with less than 25 special
meeting will be held tonight atjtutlons and hardly 800 beds for their
Albuquerque. Mr. Schneider has is- - treatment, are some of the charges
sued a challenge for a debate with any made by the National Association for
of the leaders of the parties now act- - the Study and Prevention of Tuber
lve In New Mexico at any of the meet- - culosls in the following bulletin
of the Socialists relative to the sued today.
that
From several Investigations
various merits of the different par- ties. Of course, every vote for So-- . have been made, it Is estimated that
clallsm Is one vote less for the Demo- - j on an average about fifteen per cent
of the prison population of the coun- crats.
Is afflicted with tubereulosl. On
At the Republican rally at Las Ve- - '
ba'8- - ut
,h?
gas on Thursday evening the speakers !his
of
'housed In the penal Institutions
r...
at any
In
United
t.Arm..
States
continental
O.
V.
A.
. . .
po
Soule of North Dakota Th. . rally was
y
,f the
attended and Governor Curry
Island9 an4 other ,nBu!ar p08.
In his address complimented Hon H.
deraHon
were (akpn nto
O. Bursum and Hon. Charles A. Spless
(he number would De much larger.
for their good work on behalf of state- - gome o the prlsong of Penn8Vivanu,
hood and especially the former for se- - Kansa, and 0nl0 Bhow such shocking
curing the adoption by the Republican conntons wtu, reference to
convention of the statehood culos, tnat many wardens admit that
pledge that resulted eventually In the tue6e placea ot detention are death
passage of the enabling act by Con- - traps. Similar conditions could be
ln amost every state, and in
gress and Its signing by President
Taft. The Republican club elected (ne majority of cases the only .sura
meetofficers
alter the
the following
remedy is the destruction of the old
ing: Herbert W. Clark, president; D. buildings and the erection ot new
James S. 'ones.
C. Winters,
prisons In fifteen
Duncan, Jr., secretary.
Only twenty-on"A notable and amusing develop- - states and territories have provided
ol
ment in connection with the discus- - special places for the treatment
sion of proposed features of Arizona's their tuberculous prisoners. These
is the alacrity with which stltutlons can accommodate, however,
three-fourth- s
ol
politicians of the 'has been" class
only 800 patients. In
members of the political 'down and the major prisons and In practically
out' club are rushing to the front Rn the Jails of the country the tuber-antelling the people what kind of culous prisoner is allowed freely to
a constitution they should adopt. All infect his fellow prisoners. When the
of these gentlemen are reformers, congregate mode of prison life la
box stuffers, takers of bribes, ,dered, the danger of infection
crooks, are uniting In a comes greater than in the general
of 'reform.' Suggestions as to ulatlon. New York and Massachusetts
d
the constitution, If considered at all, are the only states where any
be considered on their merits, matte attempt has been made to trans-o- f
course, and regardless of the sourc- - fCT all tuberculosis prisoners to one
es whence they emanate. But the central institution. The largest
are on tuberculosis hospital is ln Manila,
people of Arizona
in wijere accommodations for 200 prison-notin- g
getting their share of amusement
some
which
the readiness with
erg are provided. The next largest
In New
of our one-tim- e
distinguished citizens i, Clinton Prison hospital
having in positions of trust betrayed York, which provides for 150.
the people and made records which
The fact that 100,000 prisoners are
stink to high heaven, are trying, by an discharged from the Jails and prisons
and that
assumption of piety and civic virtue, 0f the country annually,
to tell us Just what we ought to do from ten to fifteen per cent of them
The B;lve tuberculosis, makes the
our constitution.
In making
never 'iem 0f providing special "places foi
and the Pharisee
is tiier treatment while they are con- and
it
flourish for long, however,
our guess that it will be the sad fate flned a serious one. So important is
to the problem that the Prison Assocla- of sundry professional reformers
with
learn that they can't 'come back.' "
tlon of New York in
Arizona Republican.
the State Charities Aid Association, is
a Bpecial
Minority Representation on Election preparing to Inaugurate
.
Boards.
campaign for the prevention of tuber
of
mi-The following letter, asking for
culosis In the penal Institutions
on
election the state, and will seek to enlist the
norlty representation
boards has been addressed to every cooperation of all prison physicians
societies in this
one of the 26 boards of county com- - and
work.
mlssioners of the Territory:
"To the honorable boards of county
s
When the Stomach, Heart, or
commissioners of the various coun- of the territory of New Mexico: ney nerves get weak, then these
Whereas, under the gans always fail. Don't drug the
Heart or
provision of the recent act of Congress Stomach nor stimulate themake-shienabling the people of New Mexico to Kidneys. That Is simply a
form a constitution and state govern- - Get a prescription known to Druggists
Restora-cominment, the election of delegates to the everywhere as Dr. Snoop's
e
constitutional convention is to tlve. The Restorative Is prepared
held and conducted In conformity pressly for these weak inside nerves,
them
with the laws existing at the time of Strengthen these nerves, build tab-- "
the last general election In 1908, and up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
quickly
'Whereas, such provision renders lets or liquid and see
Bur-te- r
Ineffective the requirements of chap-- help will come. 8old by Stripling
rows Co.
105, session acts of 1909 (commonly known as the Roberts election law),
TO
providing for minority representation TROOPS REQUESTED
FIGHT FOREST FIRES.
on election boards, and
f
" 'Whereas, it Is the desire and wish
Washington, D. C, Aug. 6. A
to pro-al- l
the great political parties and ot quest has been made for troops
of Montana
loyal citizens that the purity and tect the national forests to assist In
and
sanclty of the ballot shall be preserv and Idaho from fires
General
ed, and that the action of the parties extinguishing the flames.
has applied to
charged under the law with the man- Wood, chief of staff
for an order authorizagement of the election shall be such President Taft
for this pur
es will be unquestioned, and command Ing the use of soldiers
the respect and confidence of every pose.
honest and loyal citiezn, and remove
unKEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL,
beyond question any suspicion of
fairness or partisan conduct,
"Therefore we, the undersigned Health Is Worth Saving, and 8ome
Santa Fe People Know how
chairman of the Republican and Dem-- ,
to Save It.
ocratlo central committees of New
Many santa r e peu(ue
Mexico, unite In recommending to tne
the
various boards of county commission- - lives in their hands by neglecting
that they appoint kidneys when they know these organser8 of this territory
.
Sick kidneys are responslnf otnetion neert heln.
re- - ble for a vast amount of Buffering and
Judges in each precinct in their be- - 111
health, but there is no need to
spectlve counties, who does, not
when all
to the same political party as the fer nor to remain ln danger
and pains due to
majority of the members of the said diseased and aches
per-thboard of county commissioners; and weak kidneys can be quickly and
appointments rianently cured by the use of Doan's
in making Buch
Here Is a Santa Fe
they consult, and as far as possible Kidney Pills.
follow the advice and recommendation citizen's recommendation,
Hyman Lowltzkl, 116 Guadalupe St.,
of the political organizations of the
of Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recom-board- s
party to which such members
mend Doan's Kidney PlllB, as they
of election Judges belong,
" "Very respectfully,
have been used by myself and other
members ot the family with splendid
"'H. O. BURSUM,
(Signed.)
"Chairman Republican Central Coin- - results. The value of Doan's Kidney
Pills for relieving pain In the back
mlttee
has
" 'W. B. WALTON,
and the other kidney difficulties
(Signed.)
to me.'
"'Chairman Democratlo Central Com- - been thoroughly proven
50
For sale by all dealers. Price
mlttee.'"
llburn Co, Buffalo,
Guadalupe county Republicans will cents. Fosters
United
on Monday. New York, sole agents for the
hold their convention
del- - States.
Among the leading candidates for
ami
Remomber the name Doan
egatea to the constitutional convention on the Republican ticket are: C. take no other.

.,

n,
nil

ti,

i;'.
.,

rel between them: it U a ruction be-- 1 the constitution a body of general
aged 29 years. His mother, a sister er boarding, bJous,ht down the plaster 111 II rill Mry Pfl'C
tween elements." Artosla Advocate. statute law. Thoroughly Informed as
from the walls, smashed a mirror an d 111 liLII IIILAIUU U
and brother survive him.
to the problem which are before the
Dairyman Fined D, Coppl and played other havoo hut did not Injure I
POLITICAL PASTURES
The Democrats of Torrance county territory, he stands squarely tor their
brother at Albuquerque have been the four people lu the house at the
have nominated Frank F. Jennings ot careful, progressive solution.
Hi
time.
fined $10 and costs because of the
of Estancia, election to the constitutional convenWoman Dies at Age of 106 Mrs.
The Democrats held a politloal rally Wlllardi J. F. Lasater
oonditlon ot their dairy.
tion will add a clear brain and a podied
neaj on the Las Vefta mesa night before and Jose de Jesus Romero of Punta
Wanted In Albuquerque Fred Bra- Guadalupe do Gallegos,
at last, They were uddressed by Attor- for delegates to the constitutional con- tent voice to that body and will
bant, arrested at El Paso, Texas, for Stanley, southern Santa Fe county,
met
strengthen the position of Luna
age of 106 years. She had lived ney George H. Hunker ot Las Vegas, vention, The county convention
passing worthless checks, is wanted theNew
at Estancia on Saturday, The county
El Paso Herald.
Mexico all her life. A daughin
at Albuquerque on a similar charge.
Was-so- n
D.
of
W.
oommlttee
is composed
ter, Maria Mlguela Gallegos, who is
Effective August 31, the postofflces
that Spain would have a delegate at
Kel-le- y
T.
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xoung man ,. m,,.,n8-D,e- uvc
J.
chairman
r
of
the
survives
Estancia,
delegates whom the Reseventies,
Among
county,
the congress.
.:.. in Rio at Frist and Hartford, Quay
year old John Chandler, who started!.her.' Mrs.
Prescott
Murderer Hnged it
ocwas born
of Willard, secretary; W. A. Brum-bac- publicans ot San Miguel county will
Is
This
Gallegos
discontinued.
be
will
two
for
from
weeks
Las
Cruces
ago
Frank Spence, convicted of the murEl Paso Is Roasting The United
of Estancia, assistant secretary. send to the constitutional
convention
Arriba county and was a devout Cath casioned by reason of the farmers In
der of Edgar Sullivaa two years ago, Stales weather bureuu at El Paso Alamogordo, by uhe ovettand route, olic.
of the territory leaving The executive committee Is Charles will very likely be Attorney Charles
that
la
portion
entertained
are
fears
and
missing
Ariz.
was hanged today at Prescott,
o
reported a temperature of 101 degrees
Three-fourth- s
of R. Easley of Estancia, J. M. Smith of A. SpiesB and County Treasurer
Suet Woodmen for $15,000 D.im-ao- In large numbers.
Measure yesterday. The maximum tempera- for his safety.
Will
Foreit Service
Romero of Las Vegas; Harry
In the district court for Mc- - the thousands ot dry farmer leaving Moriarty, J. Foster eBinhart of Wllmen
coTwo
.Estancla
will
.at
8tream
service
The forest
Burglars
ture for Jul) averaged 94.4 the hottest
lurd, H. O. Martinez of Mountalrair W. Kelley, U. 8. District Attorney DaKinley county yesterday, Casper M. tin territory are Democrats.
vtd J, Leahy, Attorney S. B. Davis and
operate with the hydrographlc service sinco 1103. Street thermometers fre- trying to force an entrance Into a Wleburg of Gallup sued the Modern
and' J. E. Braxton ot Estancia.
M. J. Cunningham of Hast Las Vegas,
Jewelry store at Estancia, were discov Woodmen of America for $15,000 dani- In taking measurements ot all the quently registered 110.
Union
of
tile
Democrats
Tomorrow
ered by Night Watchman Ogllvle who
Btreams on forest reserves.
on account of injuries sustainColfax county on
nges
San Miguel County Loses In Asof
Democrats
The
at
meet
convention
in
will
comity
fired at them. Although one was hit
Wedding at Albuquerque At Albu- sessed Valuation The assessment of In the back, both made their escape. ed during an lulltntlou In which he Clayton. Amlstud precinct elected the Monday In convention at Raton nomi- STANOING OFFER OF
was so "struck, bent en. wounded and
MorHUNDRED DOLLARS AN ACRE,
querque Tuesday evening, J. P. Math San Miguel county Is $4,004,720, a loss
delegates and alternates to nated the following ticket: John
following
Three Deaths at Albuquerque
roughly assaulted," that he has been the convention: H. H, Rube, John row, ot Raton; Howard L. Bickley of j
Is. a Santa Fe employe, and Miss of $197,712, from last year Owing to
64 years, died occasioned
great bodily "pain, injury Myers, Henry Mercer, H. H. Beard, Raton; Benjamin Fulghum of Raton; Quarter Section of Land Near DemLaura Durham of Marcellne, Mo., the lowering of the tax rate by the Abran Gutierrez, aged
Is Nacl- - anu
suffering."
were married by Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, territory, the tax duplicate will be at Albuquerque. His home
H. McGruder, Dr. A. E. Brosier, J. W. Thomas Owen of Folsom and Emello;
lng That Year Ago Cost
AraSandoval
mlento,
county. Miguel
$14,279.57 less than lastear.
Suit for Damages by Belen Man
of the Presbyterian church.
Alternates Valdez of Springer. In the evening
Stiles, J. T. Chllders.
Only $1,200,
gon died at the age of 75 years.
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Political
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political
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Brown,
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employes
Filiberto Apodaca, died yesterday.
Demlng, N. M., Aug. 8. Dr. J. M.
mer fireman of the Santa Fe, against W. A. Hathaway, J. G. lleihm, L, J.
tive repair work at Albuquerque have mity, wns a'red In Magistrate Stone's
Williams Btarted pumping his well
Getting Ready for Fall Term The,
been put on a fifty hour a week sched- court at Trinidad, Colo., when Jose New Mexico Normal University at that road asking for personal damages MOlTOillS.
The Republican county convention Ave miles southwest of Demlng yes
ule which will Increase the monthly Romero was fined $25 on the charge Las Vegas is preparing for the open- In the sum of $25,000. The plaintiff
of Torrance county at Estancia yes- - terday. This well is one of the larg-counpay roll by $2,000. The change will ot assaulting Torbio Gonzales. The- ing of the fall term. The new matron, is a resident of Belen, Valencia
the terday nominated William Mcintosh, est on the electric Dower line and de- W. B.
of
Chairman
Walton,
his
peA. B. McDonald and Acasio Gallegos Hvered from the first the
pair are political leaders at Trln- Mrs. Harriet B. Sheldon, of Denver, ty, New Mexico, He states in
affect 300 men.
full capacity
Democratic territorial central commit
chera, and bad blood is said to have has taken charge, and Miss Smith, tition to the court that on July 8. tee,
Invited Woman to Take a Drink
chairman for delegates to the constitutional 0f his pump, about eight hundred
Arthur
Mayor
Seligman,
at
an
engine
is a ticket that Is sure ions
It
Because they Invited a woman pas- existed between them several years. stenographer to President Frank Rob- 1909, he was run Into by
minute.
This
per
ot the county central committee,
plant consists
to sweep the county.
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, while on
0f a No. 5 pump which. Is run by a
Struck By Lightning at Tucumcari erts, Is now on duty.
senger on a. Santa Fe train at Albu
N. B. Laughlln, J. W. Norment
Judge
"
inca
that
and sustained injuries
twenty-fiv- e
horse power direct con- qucrque to go with them and take a
During an electrical storm a bolt
Two
and other Democrats were In, confer
Weddings At Albuquerque duty
work.
The Democrats of Roosevelt county nected motor. The lift Is about sixty
drink, two mashers were given (5 and which hit a shade tree in the south yesterday, Ralph C. Brandt and Miss pacitated him for railroad
ence this forenoon to discuss the po
In
Water
Chaves
County
High
costs by a Duke City justice ot the part of Tucumcari, severely shocked Florence Winchester were married at
In this county. have split beyond Oiopo of reconsilia- feet and the total depua of the well
litical situation
l
Mrs. Tom the Methodist Episcopal parsonage. Heavy rains and cloudbursts have fill- Stories were told of
faction, about one hundred and fifty feet. It
pence who at the same time Imposed several nearby residents.
Republican dif- tlon and the Compton-Hlloverto
and
creeks
ed
arroyos
rivers,
was
Horton
knocked
down
but
withdrew from the county convention was the Intention of Dr. Williams to
a $15 fine and cost on two drunks.
despite Miss Gertrude Hopping became the
and
dlssatlsactlon
a
ferences
and
plan
mountains
at Portales on Saturday and named as have a large acreage In cultivation
Santa Fe Tied Up Santa Fe trains a severe nervous shock, was otherwise bride of LeRoy Benedict of Richmond, flowing between the White
Chaves was broached for fusion with the dis- Its candidates for
from the south were seven hours late uninjured. Telephone and telegraph Cal., Rev. Hugh A. Cooper of the and the Pecos in Lincoln and
delegates to the' but the delay occasioned by scarcity
The
satisfied
campaign
Republicans.
counties.
were prostrated.
M. of well drillers in the valley has ren- .
convention:
constitutional
yesterday in reaching Santa Fe. The wires
W.
1."
Presbyterian church officiating. Floyd
In
of
hands
to
J.
the
be
placed
Gxegorlo Chavez Is Dead Word has
Southwestern Shops Resume Active Moore ot Belen was best man and
tie up was caused by the derailment
Compton, James Hill and J. Gold- - ' dered Impossible the planting of any-smitelecto
Is
for
who
be
Norment
pushed
been received from Galisteo that its
The other faction nominated thing except feed and forage crops.
ot several cars of a frefght train from Work Tuesday morning marked the Miss Lulu Benedict, bridesmaid.
well known citizen, Gregorio Chavez tion to the constitutional convention Judge McGill of La Lande, Judge
John Hund has a standing cash
San Marclal, the accident occurring return to work of nearly 500 men who
'
Deserted Wife of an Affinity That
he
in
case
honors
later
illness.
a
other
He
to
and
succumbed
long
of Portales and W. W. Van fer open for four months of sixteen
near Barr station. Traffic on the line have been laying off from the El Paso James W. Stewart, deserted his wife finally
defeat
to
a
in
was
well
70
the
was
and
makes
attempt
of
are'
age
years
& Souuhwesiern shops at El Paso, The
good
thousand dollars for his 160 acres
Winkle of Rogers. The latter
was tied up eighteen hours.
in December of 1909, leaving her on a known
sheepman. He was thrice mar- - the Republicans in this county.
pledged to Prohibition over which the three miles southeast of Demlng, only
Contract for School House Addition day off, which Included nearly all ranch near Alamogordo, Otero county
widow
and
8urvlVed
Bnd
ls
a
,
rled
Re-by
ThlB
assures
half of which tract is la cultivation.
an
a
annual affair,
shop workers, is
split occurred.
The board of education at Albuquer-a'
and 'vent to Trinidad on the pretense twelve children.
the past week prominent publican victory In this otherwise 'This quarter section cost Mr. Hund
has let a contract tor an addition coming at a time when there Is prac- of looking for work; that he contrlbut- "Dining
white Cappers Busy In Dona Ana
Democratic county.
'just $1200 one year ago. His Im- to the Fourth Ward school building to tically no work to do.
ea out szu to the support ot nis wire County Dr. J. H. Kennedy and tarn- members of the two dominant politic
Allen Block Sold The Allen block.
Iproveraents consist of a pumping
al parties have been consulting relabe finished In sixty days as the room
M
ot
'
that
since
the
his
desertain
and
day
ily at La Union, Dona Ana county,
three, story, building located almost
ot
to available candidates for the
The Republicans
Is reeded to accommodate the large
Guadalupe Plant which cost three thousand dolhe has been living here in Trinidad complained to the authorities that live tive
in
a small dwelling, the grubbing
center
the
of
has
DemoharmonThe
Arizona,
Bisbee,
an
convention.
held
constitutional
enthusiastic,
county
public school attendance In the Duke been
acMrs.
Gates
with
whom
he
their
Myrtle
masked men rode up (o
shack, cratic leaders are uncommunicative ious and well attended convention at;of eighty acres and a rabbit-proo- f
sold to Dr. G. P. Floyd, of Lone
City which is more than three times
Oak, Texas, for a consideration
of knowledged as his wife, was the sub- fired through a window and drove or perhaps feel so discouraged over Santa Rosa yesterday and nominated 'ence around his field,
that of Santa Fe.
In
the
stance
taken
the
of.
claim
at
testimony
their
off
them
night.
Attorney R. F. Hamilton went to
their prospects for success as to be the following ticket out of twelve per- New Mexican an Inventor H. W. $75,000. It is said ttiat besides the
e on legal business.
Killed By Lightning While driving disinclined
ot considerable
cash the hearing of Stewart and his alleged
effort.
Cap-- , sana
much
In the convention:
payment
to
make
sons
named
Fuller, of Hachita, Grant county, has
raM J- - "so who has been spend- deal Involves real estate located in paramour, Mrs. Gates in the court of between Cedarvale, Torrance county Among the Republicans there seems tain J. J. Clancy, of Clancy In the
Invented a
which he has
Dallas, Texas. It was built by Lafe Justice Stone at Trinidad, Colo, Mrs. and Corona, Lincoln county, Walter to be no dearth of good material. The eastern part of the county; J. J. Mols- - ng a tew days in ueming looking arpatented. The device Is operated by Allen
Fletcher Stewart, the deserted wife, Braemer was killed hy5 a bolt of light names of many prominent
citizens es and Tranqnilino Labadie of Santa !ter hls property which Is located east
air or steam pressure, the piston be- tic. formerly of the Las Vegas Op- told how she had received letter from
iown, reiurnea to Leopold.
ning on Thursday.' The man and his have been freely discussed in an In- Rosa and Salome Martinez of Pinta-i- r
ing provided with a longitudinal pasIn the U. S. land office:
Zacariah
Froze to Death In Arizona Frozen her husband In which he stated that two horses, both of which were killed formal way, among them being those da. The ticket Is a winning one. The
sage for conducting the fluid to the to death with the thermometer at 105 he had no money to send her, how were not found until yesterday mornof C. E. Miller, Dr. R. E. McBride, resolutions adopted endorse and praise D. White entered 160 acres west of
chest or cylinder In which the piston
to
be
shinned
will
Hondale.
degrees In the shade, was the fate of she tolled on the ranch to eke out a ing. The body
Martin Lohman, Isidoro Armijo, H. B. the national and territorial adminis
reciprocates, such fluid acting upon a homeless at Haricopa station, on living and how eventually she came Braemer's former home at Moberly,
Mary E. Lucas entered 320 acres
trations and Delegate to Congress WHolt, Albert J. Fountain, Jose R.
a movable chuck arranged In the other
Missouri,
to
Trinidad last Thursday and located
the Arizona desert. A carload of Ice
Frank W. Parker, Major H. Andrews; declare against county under uhe desert act fourteen miles
Judge
end of the piston, whereby when sub- had been unloaded on
P. H. McDermott Eaten By Sharks Llewellyn and others.
under- division; and pledge the Guadalupe south of Demlng.
It is
the depot plat- her truant lord sharing the same
jected to pressure It fastens the drill, form and covered with a
James H. Tingle entered a homeP, H. McDerniOtt, a mine operator stood that for business and other rea- county delegation to a clause in the
house with Mrs. Gates on San Pedro
tar
heary
and when pressure Is removed, the
The woman who rented the of Steeple Rock, Grant county, was sons, several of those mentioned haVe constitution assuring the adoption ot stead fourteen miles south of DemThe man seeking a place to street
paulln.
drill Is in turn released.
sharks in Nicaraguan waters, declined to become candidates. Those an equitable standard for assessments lng, and 160 aores as a desert claim
sleep and to escape the terrific heat, house to Stewart and Mrs. Gates tes- eaitiuJ)y
Cleaning Up Las Vegas ''Excellent crawled beneath tho tarpaulin, where tiefid that she was given to under- - He was out in a boat on a bay when now most prominently mentioned are and a provision that Inability to read in the same neighborhood.
feI1 overboard in some manner and Albert J.
work in denuding the streets of weeds he was found
Sarah F. Tingle entered a half secFountain, H. B. Holt, Isidoro or write the English language shall
the next morning, frozen stand that they were man and wife and he
g
Is being done by the city's guests unact fourteen
ubu. Armijo, R. E. McBride and C. E. Mil- not be a bar to county, district or tion under the desert
stiff.
that Stewart and Mrs. Gates and the uvuuum a prey lur uie
miles
1910,
AUGUST
south of Demlng.
der the direction of Marshal Ben
MONDAY,
8,
ler." Las duces Citizen.
municipal office or to Jury duty.
Clifton Suffers From Severe Storm two children of the latter sleep in the
Addison
filed
Alexander
Webb
P,
Assault
on 280 acres
Arrested
for
Coles. The men are all in from ten
One of the heaviest storms that has same room, Mrs. Gates testified that
was held In $500 bail at Carto fifteen days and Coles expects to visited
convention of land under the desert act fourteen
The
Republican
county
Clifton, Arizona, was accom she was merely the housekeeper fo. Harkey
were
votes
hundred
Only twelve
get a good deal of work out of them. panied by a vivid electric display that Stewart who was an old friend of the rizozo, Lincoln county, for assaulting
of McKlnley county will be held at miles south of Demlng.
elecRobert Neeland filed a homestead
George Murray with a deadly weapon cast In the Democratic primary
The weeds are disappearing rapidly was almost Incessant The wind did family.
allup on August 20.
Judge Stone, after hearing
of
tion
Chaves
yesterday
county
fifteen miles south of Demlng.
New President for Union Trust
under the manipulation of their shov- considerable
were the evidencve bound the defendants
damage. Roofs
deletor
candidates
four
choosing
Final proof was made by Matt W.
of Ros
els and scythes. Weeds, In addition to torn off. fences and trees blown down over to the district court under $250 Company L. K. McGaffey,
"Raymond B. Harrison, who had
convenconstitutional
Ralston on bis homestead nine miles
well, has been elected president of gates to the
being unsightly, are breeders of dis and windows broken. The granditand
each.
that previously announoed as a candidate southwest of town, and Laura I. Ralshow
tion.
returns
Incomplete
Roswell
at
Trust
Company
ease, and the city is lucky to get rid at the ball park was partially wreckDonation for Catholic Church W. the Union
Green B. Patterson, farmers' candi for the constitutional convention sub ston offered annual proof on her desof them so cheaply." Las Vegas ed. The lightning struck the wires H. Ketchem, director of the Catholic to succeed R. F. Barnett.
date and lecturer for the Farmers' ject to the action of the republican ert claim in the same neighborhood.
as
The
Assessment
Curry County
in several places in South Clifton and bureau at Washington, is at Me3ca- Optic.
the ticket. Four of the convetnlon has withdrawn In favor of
S. C. Pierce filed a homestead fifsessment of the new county of Cunry Union, leads
the east side.
Bids for Las Vegas Postoffice Site
lero, Otero county and gave $1000 for for 1910 is $2,269,997, of which
biggest precincts Bhow the election of H. W. Williams, an attorney of the teen miles iioutheast of Demlng.
the
The
Have
for
Bids recently advertised
Minors Cannot
Liquor
by
G. A. Richardson, John I. firm of Williams & Ryan. It la the Inthe purpose of building a Catholic
Patterson,
The following fiontests were filed:
or considerably
is
tention ot the Republicans to defeat Lucas vs.
tieasury department for a site for the board of town trustees of Las Cruces, church at Mescalero, on the Apache more than thetaxable,
Aikman, Lucas vs. Mosley.
taxable assessment of Hinkle and Emmett Patton.
T. J. Mabry, one of the Democratic
proposed federal building to be erect passed an ordinance providing a pen Indian reservation.
E.
iSolignac filed notice of intention
Santa Fe county.
ed In Las Vegas, and for the purchase alty of $100 and 90 days In Jail or both
of the Republi nominees, in which effort they have to make final
The
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Joint
primary
Albuat
Died
Fever
of Typhoid
proof on his homestead
of which Cgngress recently appropriat- for anyone convicted of selling or glv- Bledsoe, granddaughter
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